NASA thesaurus aeronautics vocabulary by unknown











The NASA Thesaurus Aeronautics Vocabulary consists of terms used by NASA indexers as
descriptors for aeronautics related documents. The terms are presented in a hierarchical format
derived from the 1988 edition of the NASA Thesaurus Volume 1--Hierarchical Listing and its
supplements. Main (postable) terms and nonpostable cross references are listed in alphabetical
order.
READING THE HIERARCHY
Each main term is followed by a display of its context within a hierarchy. USE references, UF
(used for) references, and SN (scope notes) appear immediately below the main term, followed
by GS (generic structure), the hierarchical display of term relationships. The hierarchy is headed
by the broadest term within that hierarchy. Terms that are broader in meaning than the main
term are listed above the main term; terms narrower in meaning are listed below the main
term. The term itself is in boldface for easy identification. Finally, a list of related terms (RT)
from other hierarchies is provided.
Within a hierarchy, the number of dots to the left of a term indicates its hierarchical level--the
more dots, the lower the level (i.e., the narrower the meaning of the term). For example, the
term "CAMBERED WINGS" which is preceded by two dots is narrower in meaning than "WINGS";
this in turn is narrower than "AIRFOILS". This relationship can be seen in the hierarchy of any
of these three terms.
While all broader, narrower, and related terms in a hierarchy are main entries from the NASA
Thesaurus, some hierarchy terms do not appear as main entries in the NASA Thesaurus
Aeronautics Vocabulary, The reason is that a term may appear as part of a hierarchy or related
term list but is not itself an appropriate main entry in the minithesaurus. For example, the
display for "LAUNCHING" in the Aeronautics Vocabulary shows "ORBITAL LAUNCHING" as a
narrower term, but there is no main entry for "ORBITAL LAUNCHING" which is not within the
scope of aeronautics.
Other features include array terms identified by an infinity symbol which organize related
concepts under very general headings; scope notes (SN), which restrict the use of a term to
a certain context; and used for (UF) terms, which are nonpostable variations of the terms that
have been cross referenced to the postable main term.
NASA MINITHESAURI
The NASA Thesaurus Aeronautics Vocabulary is the second minithesaurus produced from the
NASA Thesaurus. The first minithesaurus, the NASA Thesaurus Astronomy Vocabulary, was
produced in 1988 as NASA SP-7069 and contained 1600 terms.
Since this is the first edition of the NASA Thesaurus Aeronautics Vocabulary, it is especially
important that any suggestions for term modification, deletion and addition be addressed to:
Lexicographer, NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box 8757, BWI Airport,
MD 21240.
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l, GS FLUID MECHANICS
• FLUID DYNAMICS


























































































GS A'n'AC K AIRCRAFT
• BOMBER AIRCRAFT






















































































































• , ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
FOREBODES
• NOSES (FOREBODIES)
. . NOSE CONES









. ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . ABLESTAR LAUNCH VEHICLE






































USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
Do ACCELERATION
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS



















































































































































































UF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
GS AUTOMATIC CONTROL
• ADAPTIVE CONTROL
• . ACTIVE CONTROL
.. MACHINE LEARNING
• . MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE
CONTROL
















































AOV_ACED A|RBORME COMalANID Po_r
USE E-4A AIRCRAFT
ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM (grlr_)
UF ALS (LAUNCH SYSTEM)
GS TRANSPORTATION
• SPACE TRANSPORTATION
• , SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
• . . ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM (slrs)


















ADVANCED RANGE INI_RUMENTATION SHIP






MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK
SPACECRAFT TRACKING
TRACKING NETWORKS






SN (LIMITED TO EXPLOSIONS OCCURRING

























EARTH OBSERVATIONS (FROM SPACE)










































































































• , LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE SLATS
• . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS








• . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• . LEADING'EDGE SLATS
• . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS




















• . INTERFERENCE LIFT
• . JET LIFT
. , ROTOR LIFT



































SN (LIMITED TO AERODYNAMIC VEHICLE

























































• . SUPERSONIC DRAG
AERODYNAMIC FORCES
• AERODYNAMIC DRAG
. . SUPERSONIC DRAG
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
• DRAG
. . FRICTION DRAG




• , FRICTION DRAG















































• . HEAT TRANSFER
• . . AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
.... HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER














































. . GUST LOADS
LOADS (FORCES)
• DYNAMIC LOADS
• . AERODYNAMIC LOADS
•.. BLAST LOADS
.. . GUST LOADS






















• . . AERODYNAMIC NOISE




















• . MOTION STABILITY
• . . AERODYNAMIC STABIUTY
STABILITY
• DYNAMIC STABILITY
• , MOTION STABILITY




























































































































































• . AERONAUT_AL SATELLrrFJ









SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS









































• , AERO_AT SATELLITE8
RT EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
SATELLITE NETWORKS
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING





























• . HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . X-30 VEHICLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• . . /IkE_ACE PLANES




• • HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE



















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS























• . HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE



































































... A EROTHIr RMOELASTTCITY
AFCS (CONTROL SYSTEM)

































AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
. SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . • AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
RT . DISCOVERER SATELLITES
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
. SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES









AGtENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
. SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
. . . AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
. SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
• . AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
. . . AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
• . . AGENA D ROCK_=T VEHICLE
RT ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE






THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT









• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
. . HELICOPTERS
• , . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... AH-IG HELICOPTER















. ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
. . HELICOPTERS













. . SPOILER SLOT AILERONS










• , . ALVEOLAR AIR
• . . COMPRESSED AIR
• . . EXPIRED AIR
• . , HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
• . , LIQUID AIR
MIXTURES
• SOLUTIONS

















• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• • GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES






































• , , T-58-GE-8B ENGINE
RT AIR BREATHING BOOSTERS
AIR COOLINQ













• , . AIR CURRENTS
.... JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
.... MERIDIONAL FLOW























USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
AIR DATA SYSTEIIi
SN (LIMITED TO FLIGHT DATA SYSTEMS)
GS DATA SYSTEMS









• SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
RT ANTIRADIATION MISSILES










































• . AIR FLOW
• . . AIR CURRENTS
.... JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
.... MERIDIONAL FLOW



















• , HYPERSONIC INLETS
• • INLET AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS










































































. . ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION
• . AREA NAVIGATION













































• AIR SLEW MISSILES
RT MANEUVERABILITY
_o ROCKETS
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
AIR TO AIR MISSILES
UF AIR TO AIR ROCKETS
GS MISSILES





• . SPARROW 2 MISSILE





SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO AIR REFUEUNG
GS REFUELING
. AIR TO AIR REFUELING
RT TANKER AIRCRAFT
AIR TO AIR ROCKETS
USE AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . BULLPUP MISSILES
• . CONDOR MISSILE
• . HARPOON MISSILE
• . HOUND DOG MISSILE
• . MAVERICK MISSILES
• . QUAIL MISSILE
• , SHRIKE MISSILE
RT MISS DISTANCE
ORDNANCE
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES

















GS GROUND BASED CONTROL
. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
. . AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
. . RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
TRAFFIC CONTROL
. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
. . AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
















AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM









































































. LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE
SYSTEM
, TERCOM































• AIRBORNE RADAR APPROACH






AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION
UF AROD (RANGE-ORBIT DETERMINATION)
GS RANGEFINDING









SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































USE MILITARY AIR FACILITIES
AIRCRAFT BRAKES
GS BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
. AIRCRAFT BRAKES
• . SPLIT FLAPS
• . WING FLAPS
• . . LEADING EDGE SLATS



















































































































FLY BY TUBE CONTROL







































































































• . BOMBING EQUIPMENT
• . EJECTION SEATS


































• . LIQUID FUELS














RT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
DoAIRCRAFT
APPROACH CONTROL






















































. RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS







































• . SKID LANDINGS








































































• . NOISE (SOUND)
• , . AIRCRAFT NOISE
.... BLADE SLAP NOISE




























































• . PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
. . AIRCRAFT PILOTS
.... TEST PILOTS
• OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
. . PILOTS (PERSONNEL)


















. AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION COSTS
PRODUCTION COSTS































































































. . MOTION STABILITY




• . MOTION STABILITY






















UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS




























































• . HELICOPTER WAKES
.. SLIPSTREAMS





















































































• SPOILER SLOT AILERONS
AIRFOIL FENCES
CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS











• LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• LEADING EDGE SLATS













• . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
WINGS











• LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
• , DELTA WINGS
• • TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS




• , CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
• . LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARINGLESS ROTORS
., RIGID ROTORS
• , TILTING ROTORS
• , TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
•. X WING ROTORS
• SLENDER WINGS
• . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
• SWEPT WINGS
• . SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
.... TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS





• . THIN WINGS
• , . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• , TWISTED WINGS
• , UNCAMBERED WINGS
•.. RING WINGS
• . UNSWEPT WINGS
• . . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• , , RECTANGULAR WINGS
• . . RING WINGS









































































































• . AIRPORT BEACONS







• . RUNWAY LIGHTS
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
• LUMINAIRES
• . AIRPORT LIGHTS



















AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
UF ASDE











































































• ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
• . ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT
RT ocAIRCRAFT
ALARM PROJECT

























• INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS









GS SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• ALOUEI"I"E HEUCOPTERS
• . SA-330 HELICOPTER
• , SE-3160 HELICOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• , HELICOPTERS









• . ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
TRAINING AIRCRAFT




USE ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM (STS)
ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT METHODS
UF ADI METHODS
GS PROBLEM SOLVING







• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . ALTIMETERS
• • . LASER ALTIMETERS






















































































































• . PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES















. CROSSED FIELD AMPLIFIERS
































































































• , , PRONY SERIES
• , , SINE SERIES
• . VECTOR ANALYSIS
• . . COLLINEARITY
• . . COPLANARITY
• . . CURL (VECTORS)
.... VORTICITY
• COMBINATORIAL ANALYSIS
• , BINOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
• . COMBINATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
• . FACTORIALS
• . PARTITIONS (MATHEMATICS)
• . PERMUTATIONS
• COMPLEX VARIABLES
• . AIRY FUNCTION
. . ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
• . . ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
• . BESSEL FUNCTIONS
• . . HANKEL FUNCTIONS
• . CAUCHY INTEGRAL FORMULA
• . CONFORMAL MAPPING
•. CONJUGATES
• . . CONJUGATE POINTS
• . EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
,.. LOGARITHMS
• . GAMMA FUNCTION
• . HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
• . HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
• . HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
• . LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS
• . LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS
• . LIOUVILLE THEOREM
• . MATHIEU FUNCTION
• . MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS
• . , ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS
• , . RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
• • NONHOLONOMIC EQUATIONS
. , ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS
• , SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL
TRANSFORMATION
• , SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
, , , NAKED SINGULARITIES
• . SPHERICAL HARMONICS
• DEPENDENT VARIABLES
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• . FOURIER SERIES
• FUNCTION SPACE
• . BANACH SPACE
, . HILBERT SPACE
.... SOBOLEV SPACE
• FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
• . BANACH SPACE
• . , HILBERT SPACE









• SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
• VOLTERRA EQUATIONS

















• . FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
• , FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
• . HARTREE APPROXIMATION
• . LEAST SQUARES METHCO
• . MEAN SQUARE VALUES
• . MILNE METHOD
• , MULTIGRID METHODS
• . NEWTON METHODS
.... NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOO
• , NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION
• . OSEEN APPROXIMATION
• . PADE APPROXIMATION
• . PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE
• . POHLHAUSEN METHOD
• . PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS
• . RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD
• . RELAXATION METHOD
(MATHEMATICS)











































• . LAME WAVE EQUATIONS



















• . , RICCATI EQUATION
• . . VORTICITY EQUATIONS





































. , QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
QUARTIC EQUATIONS
: : NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION
• . PERIODIC FUNCTIONS





• . ASYMPTOTIC SERIES
• • CAMPBELL-HAUSDORFF SERIES
• . COSINE SERIES
• . FOURIER SERIES
• . PADE APPROXIMATION












• . WEIERSTRASS FUNCTIONS








































































• . ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
. . . ANGLE OF AI"rACK


















































































ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINTING SYSTEM
GS FLIGHT CONTROL
• POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS
























. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• •ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE
RT ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION













• , BOMARC MISSILES
• . FALCON MISSILE
• , MAULER MISSILE
.. NIKE-AJAX MISSILE




• . TARTAR MISSILE
• . TERRIER MISSILE














































• . MAULER MISSILE
• . NIKE-ZEUS MISSILE
• . SPARTAN MISSILE














• , LIQUID FUELS



























GS ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT






















• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
.. ANTITANK MISSILES
.. . SHILLELAGH MISSILES






















• AIRBORNE RADAR APPROACH
. DELAYED FLAP APPROACH
• INSTRUMENT APPROACH














• RADAR APPROACH CONTROL































. . APPROACH INDICATORS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• . APPROACH INDICATORS



















. . . BORN APPROXIMATION
... BORN-OPPENHEIMER
APPROXIMATION
• . . CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION
• . . EDDINGTON APPROXIMATION
, .. ESSENTIALLY NON-OSCILLATORY
SCHEMES
• . FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
• . FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
. . HARTREE APPROXIMATION
• . LEAST SQUARES METHOD
, . MEAN SQUARE VALUES
. . MILNE METHOD










































SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ARCAS ROCKEr VEHICLES
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . ARCAS ROCKET VEHICLES
RT RADIOSONDES






















. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
RT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE-AJAX MISSILE




GS HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
. ARGOSY MK-1 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
.. ARGOSY MK-1 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• ARGOSY MK-1 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT







. ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES











































• , SWEPTBACK WINGS


















• ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS





















































• . HIGH ASPECT RATIO




























































• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ASTROOEE ROCKET VIEHICLE8
• . , ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
. . ASTROBIEIE ROCKEr VEHICLES
• , . ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ooVEHICLES
ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKEr VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• • ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . AS_E lS00 ROCKET VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• , ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . ASTROOEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE






• . ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATION SYSTEM
• INERTIAL NAVIGATION











































• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
RT BE-3 ENGINE
REENTRY VEHICLES




USE BREGUET 1150 AIRCRAFT
ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
UF SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 104
GS MANNED SPACECRAFT
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
. • ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
REENTRY VEHICLES
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• . . SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
.... ATLANTIS (ORBITER)
RT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51_J
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-B
DoSPACECRAFT
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
. . , ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT LUNAR PROBES
SPACE PROBES
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
. . ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , . ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
MARINER 2 SPACE PROSE
MIDAS SATELLITES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES






MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
OGO-A
=oVEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES






SPACE SHUTTLE UPPER STAGE A
SURVEYOR PROJECT
SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR 8 LUNAR PROBE




• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
. . ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS D ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
•.. ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS D ICBM






• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . ATLAS ICBM




. , INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . ATLAS ICBM
ATLAS ICBM-(CONT.)
.... ATLAS D ICBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• , INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS D IOBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM






• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• , ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE





















ATLAS _.V-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
UF STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • ATLAS BLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
MA-5 ENGINE
ATLIT PROJECT




• . ATLIT PROJECT
• PROJECTS
































































• EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION






SN (EXCLUDES AERODYNAMIC HEATING)
GS HEATING
. ATMOSPHERIC HEATING
• . GLOBAL WARMING


























• , CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
• . GUSTS



















































































































• SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
• SCIMITAR AIRCRAFT

























• . ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
• . . SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
• . RADAR ATTENUATION






































































• . THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
• LATERAL CONTROL
• LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
• SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL






























• . GYRO HORIZONS
RT CONTROL MOMENT GYROSCOPES
SEA KEEPING
ATTITUDE INDICATORS




• , GYRO HORIZONS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• . ATTITUDE INDICATORS
• . . GYRO HORIZONS
NAVIGATION AIDS
. NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
• . ATTITUDE INDICATORS





UF SATELLITE ATTITUDE DISTURBANCE
GS DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
• DYNAMIC STABILITY
• . MOTION STABILITY








• . MOTION STABILITY



























• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . AUTOGYROS
• , , AVIAN 2/180 AUTOGIRO
AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
GS GROUND BASED CONTROL
• AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
• . AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
TRAFFIC CONTROL
• AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
• , AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
RT AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE
APPROACH CONTROL




AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM
RT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC







• , ACTIVE CONTROL
• . MACHINE LEARNING
• . MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE
CONTROL
• . SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
• AUTOMATIC FUGHT CONTROL
• . AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
• AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL








• . LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR
• . . LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN
CONTROL




































































• AUTOMATK: CONTROL VALVrr_
• • PRESSURE REGULATORS















UF AFCS (CONTROL SYSTEM)
GS AUTOMATIC CONTROL
• AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
• . AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
FLIGHT CONTROL
• AUTOMATIC: FUGHT CONTROL





















• AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
. . AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
FLIGHT CONTROL
• AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
• . AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
LANDING AIDS
• INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS


































AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVflK)IRY AND
RESOLUTION ',
SN (AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVISORY AND
RESOLUTION SERVICE)
UF ATARS




























• . LIQUID FUELS























• AVIAN 21180 AUTOGIRO
VISTOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. AUTOGYROS











































VIDEO LANDMARK ACQUISITION AND
TRACKING





GS HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
• AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
• AVRO 707 AIRCRAFT
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT




















GS AXES (REFERENCE LINES)
• AXES OF ROTATION
• . EARTH AXIS
































• • AXIAL FLOW TURBINES



















• . ANNULAR FLOW









THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
AXLES















































































































































































._ BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
, BAC 111 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT































UF REARWARD FACING STEPS








SN (EXCLUDES PROCESSES OF
BACKWASHING)
UF SIDEWASH














































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS






. BALUSTIC MISSILE DECOYS
DECOYS








• . FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . . SUBROC MISSILE
• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
. . . ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS D ICBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICBM
. • . MINUTEMAN ICBM
,.. TITAN ICBM
.... TITAN I ICBM
.... TITAN 2 ICBM
. . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
. . . BLUE STREAK MISSILE
• . . JUPITER MISSILE
. • . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS A1 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MISSILE
. . PERSHING MISSILE
• . POSEIDON MISSILES
• . SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . SKYBOLT MISSILE
. . V-2 MISSILE
RT ANTIMISSILE MISSILES
SAFEGUARD SYSTEM




• . BALLISTIC RANGES
TEST FACILITIES
• TEST RANGES


















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














































































• . GRAVITY WAVES
• . • BAROCLINIC WAVES
SURFACE WAVES
• CAPILLARY WAVES
. . GRAVITY WAVES













































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS





SN (USE OF A _E SPECIFIC TERM IS








SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM /S
















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















• . RETROROCKET ENGINES
• . . BE-3 ENGINE
RT ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES





• . DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON
SYSTEM
. RADAR BEACONS
. . DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON
SYSTEM
• RADIO BEACONS
• . OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
.... SELF CALIBRATING OMNIRANGE

















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS





















. . ROTARY WINGS




• . ROTARY WINGS















• BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT




• BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT
• . BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
.. C-33 AIRCRAFT






• BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT
• . BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
• . C-33 AIRCRAFT




. BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT
• . BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
• BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT
• . BEECHCRAFT 18 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES























, BELL 214A HELICOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
. ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
. . HELICOPTERS
. . • MILITARY HELICOPTERS












• . RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION
• . . BENARD CELLS
FLUID FLOW
• CONVECTIVE FLOW
• , RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION








• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
RT HYPERSONIC REENTRY


















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














. . BINARY FLUIDS
MIXTURES
• BINARY MIXTURES



























BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
GS IMAGERY
• BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
• BLACK AND WHrrE PHOTOGRAPHY

























BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE
USE BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK BRANT SOUNBRO ROCKm
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLE8
•, BLACK BRANT SOUNmNG ROCKm
• • . BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDfNG
ROCKET
• . , BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• , . BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . . SLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . . BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . BLACK BRANT _ RO¢IKETS
• • . BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . . BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . . BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• • . BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . . BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 1 SOUND_G ROCKET
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . . BLACK BRANT 1
ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• • BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
•., BLACK BRAwr 1 _0_JIMNNG
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 2 8OUNI_NG ROCKET
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
... BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNI_NG
ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . . BLACK BRAWl" 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOUD PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
GS ROCKET VEH_LES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . , BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . . BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT 4 IOUNmRO ROCKET
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
•.. BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . . BLACK BRANT 4 IK)UNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK BRANT S IICUNDIND ROCKET
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . , BLACK BRANT S SOUNDING
ROCKET
. SOUNDING ROCKETS
• , BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• , , BLACK BRANT 5 8OUNDING
ROCKET
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLACK HAWK MRIAULT HEUCOPTIER
USE H_0 HELICOPTER
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
UF BLACK ARROW LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE












• , . AERODYNAMIC NOISE
.... BLADE _ N_E
•,. AIRCRAFT NOISE





























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
















SN (USE OF A MORE SF_CIFIC TERM IS








, , DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
• . . BLASIUS EQUATION
FLOW EQUATIONS
• BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS
•. BLASlUS EQUATION








• . BLASIUS FLOW
• UNIFORM FLOW










• . BLAST LOA06
LOADS (FORCES)
• DYNAMIC LOADS
• . AERODYNAMIC LOADS
•.. _ LOAD6





















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)




















• . BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS











• UNDER SURFACE BLOWING

























. BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
MISSILES
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• . BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
COUNTERMEASURES
J-85 ENGINE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
. BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
, , BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
RT ALGOL ENGINE






• BLUE STEEL MISSILE
BLUE STEEL MlSSILE-(CONT.)
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• BLUE STREAK lAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE




• INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . BLUE STREAK MISSILE
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
. INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . BLUE STREAK MISSILE
ROCKET VEHICLES
. BLUE STREAK MISSILE











































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS
• . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS


























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS












































. . CELESTIAL SPHERE
. CONCENTRIC SPHERES
. . FALLING SPHERES
• POINCARE SPHERES














































































• BOEIRG /07 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 707 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . ROEING /07 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BOEING /07 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING /07 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT




• BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING ?20 AIRCRAFT
TRANSI:_T AIRCRAFT




• BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• , BOEING 72? AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT





• BOEING 733 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 733 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . BOEING _ AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES










• BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING _lT AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• • BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT





• GOEING T47 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• BOEINO 747 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT







• BOEING ]'57 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• DOEING 76]' AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 757 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT




• BOEING /07 AIRCRAFT
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• , BOEING /07 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BOEING /07 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT















• . . FILM BOILING
































• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
. . BOMARC MISSILES
• . • BOMARC A MISSILE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
BOMARC B MISSILE
GS MISSILES
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
. . BOMARC MISSILES
. .. BOMARC B MISSILE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES





SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• BOMARC MISSILES
• . BOMARC A MISSILE
















. . B-52 AIRCRAFT
• . B-57 AIRCRAFT
•. B-5B AIRCRAFT
•. B-66 AIRCRAFT
• . B-70 AIRCRAFT
• , F-100 AIRCRAFT
• . SHACKLETON BOMBER
• . VALIANT AIRCRAFT
• . VICTOR MK-I AIRCRAFT




























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS











• BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
• . AJ-IO ENGINE
• • ALGOL ENGINE
• . APOGEE BOOST MOTORS
. . H-1 ENGINE
. . LR-B7-AJ-5 ENGINE
., M-1 ENGINE
• . M-55 ENGINE
• . MA-2 ENGINE
• . MA-3 ENGINE
• . MA-5 ENGINE
• • NIKE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
.. P-1 ENGINE
• . ROCKET ENGINE 9KS-11000
. • SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
.... ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET
MOTOR (STS)
• . . X-405 ENGINE











LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
MACE MISSILES






SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES






SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)












• . X-20 AIRCRAFT
REENTRY VEHICLES
. BOOSTGLID_ VEHICLES










































. . BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD
PROCEDURES
• BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD












UF LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
GS BOUNDAJRY LAYER CONTROL



























• BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATIONS









• . BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
• . . REATTACHED FLOW
... SECONDARY FLOW
• .. SEPARATED FLOW

























• . BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
, , . SEPARATED FLOW


























. , • FLOW STABILITY
.... BOUNDARY LAYER STABlUTY
. FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
• , FLOW STABILITY
. . . BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY
STABILITY
• DYNAMIC STABILITY
, , MOTION STABILfTY
• • FLOW STABILITY









































• TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

















































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS









(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS







(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)























• , LEADING EDGE SLATS






























RT GAS TURBINE ENGINES
GAS TURBINES
RANKINE CYCLE
SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER SYSTEMS
BREAKAWAY














• BREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
• BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT





• BREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BFIEGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
• BREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT








• . BREGUET N1 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• CARGO AIRCRAFT
•. BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
• . BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
RT ®AIRCRAFT
BRISTOL-SlD(_ELEY BS 83 ENGINE
UF PEGASUS ENGINE
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• , . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... TURBOFAN ENGINES
...... BRISTOL-SlOOELEY IW !13
ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... TURBOFAN ENGINES
...... BRI_FOL-SIDDELEY BS S3
ENGINE
RT P-1127 AIRCRAFT
BRISTOL-SIDDELIEY OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENG_S






• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




































































BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES
UF B-A-W DEVICES
RT oo DEVICES





















• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
































• . BURAN SPACE SHUI-rLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• . . SPACE SHUTTLES
.... BURAN SPACE SHUTTLE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
• BURAN SPACE SHUTTLE
SOVIET SPACECRAFT






• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS





























































• SOLAR RADIO BURSTS
• . TYPE 2 BURSTS
• . TYPE 3 BURSTS
•. TYPE 4 BURSTS











































• , C-5 AIRCRAFT
RT _ AIRCRAFT
TURBOFAN ENGINES
C-SA AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
GS JET AIRCRAFT
• C-SA AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
• C-SA AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
• • C-IIA AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
. SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT







• . C..9 AIRCRAFT
. MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
, . C-9 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• CARGO AIRCRAFT








(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS












• . CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
RT NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE


















































• . DELFT CAMERA
• DIFFRACTION LIMITED CAMERAS
• . FAINT OBJECT CAMERA
















• DIFFRACTION LIMITED CAMERAS
• FAINT OBJECT CAMERA







































































































. , CAPACITIVE FUEL GAGES
RT DIELECTRICS
CAPILLARIES
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


















• , GRAVITY WAVES




• . GRAVITY WAVES






SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM tS
























CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
GS SURFACE VEHICLES
• CAPTURED AIR BUBBLE VEHICLES
WATER VEHICLES





























































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW')
RT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS





















. . HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• . . CA, SCADE WIND TUNNELS
• . HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS























• . ROCKET CATAPULTS













• , DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS








































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)














































• CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• • ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
. • ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ATLAS D ICBM
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SATURN PROJECT
TITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
CENTAUR VEHICLE
















CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMFJCr SYIRrlEM
UF CEMS SYSTEM
GS DATA PROCESSING

































• CESSNA I.-19 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA L-19 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• CF.Sm4A L-19 AIRCRAFT
O6SERVATION AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA I.-19 AIRCRAFT
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT






, CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
GENERAL AVIATION AIRE_(AFT
• C_ 172 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA 172 AIRCRAFT
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT




• CESSNA 20S AIRCRAFT
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
• CEBSNA 206 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• CESSNA 206 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA 205 AIRCRAFT
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT






• C_ 210 AIRCRAFT
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA :110 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
. _ 210 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• CESSNA 210 AIRCRAFT
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFt"





















• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




, INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES





. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES













, ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS
• . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... CH-3 HELICOPTER











• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HELICOPTERS

















• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
.. HELICOPTERS
. .. MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... CH-46 HEUCOPTER












• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
.. HELICOPTERS
. . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... CH..47 HELICOPTER















, ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS






. ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS
• • • MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
..... CH.42 HELICOPTER
RT Do MILITARY AIRCRAFT
CHAINS










UF SPACE SHU'rI'LE ORBITER 099
GS MANNED SPACECRAFT
• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
• . CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
. . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• • . SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
.... CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
RT ENDEAVOUR (ORBITER)
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
DoSPACECRAFT
= CHAMBERS
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




























• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS




















• . CHANNEL WINGS
PLANFORMS
• WING PLANFORMS






SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CE_ISUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)












• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES














. . CHAPMAN-ENSKOG THEORY
























































































• HIGH ENERGY FUELS
• HYDROCARBON FUELS
• . DIESEL FUELS
.. GASOLINE
, . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-4 JET FUEL
.... JP-5 JET FUEL
.... JP_6 JET FUEL
.... JP-8 JET FUEL
• . . LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
.., SYNTHANE
. . LIQUID FUELS
• . . AIRCRAFT FUELS
• . . ANTIMISTING FUELS
• . . AUTOMOBILE FUELS
• • . DIESEL FUELS
... GASOLINE
• . • HYDROGEN FUELS
• , . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-4 JET FUEL
.... JP-5 JET FUEL
.... JP-6 JET FUEL









































































• • LINES (GEOMETRY)




























































• . ZONAL FLOW (METEOROLOGY)
• BLOOD CIRCULATION
• . BRAIN CIRCULATION






























• CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS











• CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS
• . CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
• WINGS
• . ROTARY WINGS
• . . CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
ROTATING BODIES
• ROTORS
• , ROTARY WINGS




CIRCULATORS (PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS)
GS CIRCUITS
• PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS























































UF CANADAIR CL-84 AIRCRAFT














































































• . ATOMIC CLOCKS










• CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
TELECOMMUNICATION
. CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
TELEVISION SYSTEMS




































. • CLOUD HEIGHT iNDICATORS
. METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS









































































, , FLIGHT SIMULATORS
• . . COCKPIT SIMULATORS





























SN (EXCLUDES MECHANICAL CREEP, TESTS)
GS ENGINE TESTS























. COLD WEATHER TESTS




UF COLLISION WARNING DEVICES
GS AVOIDANCE
• COLLISION AVOIDANCE




























GS RATES (PER TIME)
• COLLISION PARAMETERS





















UF SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 102
GS MANNED SPACECRAFT
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
• . COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• . . SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
.... COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
RT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
COLUUBIA (OHBITIEH)-(CONT.)
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61_:






















































































































































































• . COMBUSTION STABILITY
• . . FLAME STABILITY
STABILITY
. DYNAMIC STABILITY
• . COMBUSTION STABILITY































• . COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS





UF DE HAVILLAND DH 106 AIRCRAFT
DH 106 AIRCRAFT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
• COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
. COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT



















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS






































































































• . HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
• . VACUUM CHAMBERS
• REVERBERATION CHAMBERS














• . . MAGNETIC COMPASSES





• . . MAGNETIC COMPASSES





















• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS













• . . COMPRESSED AIR
MIXTURES
• SOLUTIONS


































. COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER
RT LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER

























































































• , COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
FLUID MECHANICS
• FLUID DYNAMICS
























































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
































































• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES







. . HEAT TRANSFER



















, ABLATIVE NOSE CONES













SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS



















• BODIES OF REVOLUTION
. . CONICAL BODIES




























































































































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS






















































. . CONTINUUM FLOW




































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




































































FLY BY TUBE CONTROL













































































































































• . VERNIER ENGINES

























• . CONTROL STABILITY
STABILITY
• DYNAMIC STABILITY































• EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS





., LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• , LEADING EDGE SLATS
• . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS



































































































SN (LIMITED TO DEVICES AND CONTROL
THEOR_
GS CONTROLLERS















































. . RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION

























• . RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION















• . HEAT TRANSFER














































• CONVERTIBLE FAN-SHAFT ENGINES
ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES

































































































































































































• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
. • CORPORAL MISSILE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
CORRIDORS
GS CORRIDORS
• GREAT PLAINS CORRIDOR (NORTH
AMERICA)












• • COUETTE FLOW
• TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
• . COUETTE FLOW
. VISCOUS FLOW


























































































• , DITCHING (LANDING)
RT ACCIDENTS


















• CREW PROCEDURES (INFUNBHT)
PROCEDURES



































































UF CRITICAL MACH NUMBER
CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER
CRITICAL SPEED







































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--OONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)






















• , CRUCIFORM WINGS
RT FIXED WINGS
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
CRUISE Mffi_LES
GS MISSILES
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . CRUISE MISSILES
• . . NAVAHO MISSILE


































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC" TERM/S











































CUSHIONCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
GS GROUND EFFECT MACHINES



















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS








USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
Dr-7 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
CV-_10 AIRCRAFT





























SN (USE OF A MORE SPEC/FIC TERM IS



























, BODIES OF REVOLUTION
• . CYUNDRICAL BODIES




























































































































. MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
. MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
RT _ AIRCRAFT
MYSTERE 50 AIRCRAFT
D/I_SAULT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
USE MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
USE MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT MYSTERE 50 AIRCRAFT
USE MYSTERE 50 AIRCRAFT
DAST PROGRAM
SN (DRONES FOR AERODYNAMIC AND
STRUCTURAL TESTING)



























UF DOUGLAS EX3-3 AIRCRAFT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• DC 3 AIRCRAFT
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
. . DC 3 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• DC 3 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
. CARGO AIRCRAFT
• . IX:: 3 AIRCRAFT
RT _AIRCRAFT
DC 7 AIRCRAFT
UF DOUGLAS DC-7 AIRCRAFT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
. DC 7 AIRCRAFT
MCIX)NNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
. • DC 7 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
, DC 7 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• CARGO AIRCRAFT




UF DOUGLAS DC=8 AIRCRAFT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• DC $ AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . DC 8 AIRCRAFT
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• . IX:: 8 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
. DC 8 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
. DC 8 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
. DC 8 AIRCRAFT
RT o=AIRCRAFT
DC 9 AIRCRAFT
UF DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT





• . DC 9 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• DC 9 AIRCRAFT
RT _AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT










. DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
RT =AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DR 106 AIRCRAFT
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 112 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 112 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND OH 115 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILL_ND DH 121 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 121 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DH 125 AIRCRAFT
USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
USE DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND VENOM AIRCRAFT






























































• BALLISTIC MISSILE DECOYS










































































• DELAYED FLAP APPROACH



















































PIONEER 6 SPACE PROeE
PIONEER 7 SPADE PROBE
RCA SATCOM SATELLITES

















• . LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
• . . DELTA WINGS
• . SWEPT WINGS




• . SWEPTBACK WINGS

































































• CARRIER DENSITY (SOLID STATE)
• ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
• IONOSPHERIC ELECTRON DENSITY
• MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRON
DENSITY
• . ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION
• . . ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
• . ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
• . . IONOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
• • , MAGNETOSPHERIC ION DENSITY
.... MAGNETOSPHERIC PROTON
DENSITY


































• DESCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




































































































• • DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES
MIXTURES
• SOLUTIONS
• . GAS MIXTURES






































USE DELAYED FLAP APPROACH
DH 10(I AIRCRAFT
USE COMET 4 AIRCRAFT
DH 112 AIRCRAFT
UF DE HAVILLAND DH 112 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND VENOM AIRCRAFT
VENOM AIRCRAFT
GS ATfACK AIRCRAFT
• DH 112 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• DH 112 AIRCRAFT
• HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
• DH 112 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• DH _12 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• IDff 112 AIRCRAFT
RT _ AIRCRAFT
DH 115 AIRCRAFT
UF DE HAVILLAND DH 115 AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE AIRCRAFT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
• OH 115 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• OH 115 AIRCRAFT
HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
• OH 115 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
. OH 115 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• OH 115 AIRCRAFT
TRAINING AIRCRAFT
• OH 115 AIRCRAFT
RT ooAIRCRAFT
DH 121 AIRCRAFT
UF DE HAVILLAND DH 121 AIRCRAFT
TRIDENT AIRCRAFT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
, OH 121 AIRCRAFT
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• OH 121 AIRCRAFT
HAWKER SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT
• OH 121 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
. . DH 121 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• D!4 121 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• OH 121 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• OH 121 AIRCRAFT
RT DoAIRCRAFT
OH 125 AIRCRAFT
UF DE HAVILLAND DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-125 AIRCRAFT
JET DRAGON AIRCRAFT


















USE DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
UF DHC BEAVER AIRCRAFT
GS DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• OHC 2 AIRCRAFT
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
. DHC 2 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• OHC 2 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT








DE HAVILLAND DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
GS DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• DIqC 4 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• I)HC 4 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
• DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT





DE HAVILLAND DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
GS DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT
• DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
• . DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
. DI, IC 5 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• DI'IC S AIRCRAFT
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
• DI'IC 5 AIRCRAFT
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT










• DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT UQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
DIAMOND WtNGS









• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . DIESEL ENGINES
• PISTON ENGINES





• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
• . . DIESEL FtNELS
• . LIQUID FUELS
• . . DIESEL FUELS
PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
















































• . . RICCATI EQUATION
• . . VORTICITY EQUATIONS
















































































• . DIFFRACTION lIMITED CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
• CAMERAS






• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . DIFFRACTOMETEI_
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT














SN (USE OF A MORE SPEC/F/C TERM /S












































• . ELECTRON DIFFUSION
• . IONIC DIFFUSION
• PLASMA DIFFUSION
























































• . SORET COEFFICIENT
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
• DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT




















• . DIFFUSION LENGTH
DISTANCE
• DiFFUSiON LENGTH















































• . ANGLES (GEOMETRY)






























• , BlOT NUMBER
• . FROUDE NUMBER
• , GRASHOF NUMBER
• . HARTMANN NUMBER
• . LAVAL NUMBER
• , LEWIS NUMBERS
• . MACH NUMBER
• . NUSSELT NUMBER








• HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER



















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS































• , MOTION STABILITY





• . MOTION STABILITY
• . . ATTITUDE STABILITY
.... DIRECTIONAL STABlUTY





















































UF SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 103
GS MANNED SPACECRAFT
• SPACE SHU'I-rLE ORBITERS
. . DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
REENTRY VEHICLES
. RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
. . . SPACE SHU'I-rLE ORBITERS
.... DISCOVERY (ORBITER)
RT MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE SHU3-1"LE MISSION 41-D
SPACE SHUI-rLE MISSION 51-A
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G

















• . EDGE DISLOCATIONS
















































































































































































• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . ALTIMETERS
., • LASER ALTIMETERS
• . . RADIO ALTIMETERS
., GEODIMETERS
,, RANGE FINDERS
• . , OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
.... LASER RANGE FINDERS
• . STADIMETERS
• , TELLUROMETERS

































































• ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES
ENERGY DISTRIBUTION













































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS











• . . DITCHING (LANDING)
• WATER LANDING

















































































































DORNIER PAIRAGUDER ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . DORNIER PARAGUOER ROCKET
VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . DORNIER PARAGUDER ROCKET
VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
UF DOUGLAS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
























USE DC 3 AIRCRAFT
OOUGLAS DC-7 AIRCRAFT
USE DC 7 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC41 AIRCRAFT
USE DC 8 AIRCRAFT
DOUGLAS DC-9 AIRCRAFT








































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS



















• . ELECTROSTATIC DRAG
. . FRICTION DRAG
• . . AERODYNAMIC DRAG
.... SUPERSONIC DRAG
• . . VISCOUS DRAG
• , MINIMUM DRAG
• , PRESSURE DRAG
• . . SUPERSONIC DRAG

































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















. . . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• . . LEADING EDGE SLATS































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS













































• . TARGEt" DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
• . . JINDIVlK TARGET AIRCRAFT
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
. DROleE _RCRAF'I"
• . TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• , . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
















• , TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT






















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS





















UF DROP WEIGHT TESTS










































DTMD-111 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
DTMB-430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE






















, AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... DUCTED FAN ENGINES
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... DUCTED FAN ENGINES
• TURBINE ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES





























• . DUFFING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
• REAL VARIABLES
• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
• . . DUFFING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
• . NONLINEAR EQUATIONS


















































































. . COMBUSTION STABILITY
. .. FLAME STABILITY
• . CONTROL STABILITY
• . FREQUENCY STABILITY
• . MOTION STABILITY
• . . AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
• . . AIRCRAFT STABILITY
.... HOVERING STABILITY





• . . FLOW STABILITY





. . . LOW SPEED STABILITY
• . . ROTARY STABILITY
.... GYROSCOPIC STABILITY




. . . FLAME STABILITY
• . CONTROL STABILITY
, . FREQUENCY STABILITY
• , MOTION STABILITY
• . . AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
• . . AIRCRAFT STABILITY
.... HOVERING STABILITY








• . , FLOW STABILITY





• , . LOW SPEED STABIUTY
• . , ROTARY STABILITY
.... GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

















































































GS AXES (REFERENCE LINES)






























ECftO I CARRIER ROCKET







• . LUNAR RADAR ECHOES
• RADAR ECHOES
• . ANGELS (RADAR)
• . CLUTrER
• , LUNAR RADAR ECHOES
• . SOLAR RADAR ECHOES














• . . EDDiNGTON APPROXIMATION
EDDY CURRENTS




























































• . . FLYING EJECTION SEATS
SAFETY DEVICES
, EJECTION SEATS
• • FLYING EJECTION SEATS
SEATS
EJECTION SEATS











































• . VISCOELASTIC DAMPING
ELASTOOYNAMICS
• ELASTIC DAMPING


















































.... BLADE SLAP NOISE
.... PROPELLER NOISE
• • . AIRCRAFT NOISE
.... BLADE SLAP NOISE
.... JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
.... PROPELLER NOISE
.... SONIC BOOMS
• . . ENGINE NOISE
.... ROCKEr ENGINE NOISE








































































• ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . ELI[X) LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
























• . ELECTRIC ARCS
• , . CARBON ARCS

































































. RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE





















































































• RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE





.... SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF
ATMOSPHERICS
.... WHISTLERS
. . COSMIC NOISE
• . . IONOSPHERIC NOISE
.... WHISTLERS
• SHOT NOISE































































































• . ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
• , . ELECTROSTATIC ENGINES







































• . ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGWES
• . . ELECTROTHERMAL ENGINES
.... ARC JET ENGINES
.... RESISTOJET ENGINES



































• ELEVATORS (CONTROL _JRFACES)
CONTROL SURFACES





























. OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . ELLiPSOMETERS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT












































































• SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
• . ENDEAVOUR (ORBITER)
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
























• . ENDOTHERMIC FUELS








































• . ENGINE ANALYZERS
ENGINE CONTROL
GS ENGINE CONTROL
• ROCKET ENGINE CONTROL








































































































. ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES
TEST FACILITIES






. COLD FLOW TESTS
• PREFIRING TESTS
















































SN (LIMITED TO MACHINES WITH
SELF-CONTAINED POWER SOURCES
FOR CONTINUOUS OPERATION-SEE
MOTORS FOR MACHINES UTILIZING
EXTERNAL POWER SOURCES FOR
NORMAL OPERATION)
UF GAS GENERATOR ENGINES
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
,. , JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES












































• GAS TURBINE ENGINES
.• HYDROGEN ENGINES
• , JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES













































• • . T-58 ENGINE
. , T-58-GE-BB ENGINE
• . HELICOPTER ENGINES
• . ROTARY ENGINES
• , . WANKEL ENGINES
• JATO ENGINES
• MARQUARDT R4D ENGINE
• PISTON ENGINES
• . DIESEL ENGINES
• . FREE-PISTON ENGINES
• . STIRLING ENGINES
• PULSED JET ENGINES
• ROCKET ENGINES
• • BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
• . AJ-10 ENGINE
• • ALGOL ENGINE
• , APOGEE BOOST MOTORS
,. H-1 ENGINE
• . LR-87-AJ-5 ENGINE
,. M-1 ENGINE
• • M-55 ENGINE
• . MA-2 ENGINE
• • MA-3 ENGINE
• . MA-5 ENGINE
• . NIKE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
.. P-I ENGINE
• . ROCKET ENGINE 9KS-11000
• . SPACE SHUT[LE BOOSTERS
.... ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET
MOTOR (STS)
• . . X_05 ENGINE
• , DUCTED ROCKET ENGINES
• . ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
_. , ELECTROSTATIC ENGINES
• . . ELECTROTHERMAL ENGINES
.... ARC JET ENGINES
.... RESISTOJET ENGINES
• . . ION ENGINES
ENGINES-(CONT.)
.... CESIUM ENGINES
.... MERCURY ION ENGINES
.... RIT ENGINES
• , HEUS ROCKET ENGINES
• , HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES
• HYBRID I:_¢IOPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
• , , LITHERGOL ROCKET ENGINES
• , LIOUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
• , . AJ-10 ENGINE
• , . F-1 ROCKET ENGINE
., . H-1 ENGINE
• • . HYDRAZINE ENGINES















• . RL-10 ENGINES
.... RL-10-A-1 ENGINE
.... RL-10-A-3 ENGINE






• ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE
(SPACE SHU_r LE)
NOZZLELESS ROCKET ENGINES























.... ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET
MOTOR (STS)
• SYNCOM APOGEE ENGINES
.. TU-121 ENGINE
• . TX-77 ENGINE
• . TX-354 ENGINE
.. X-248 ENGINE
., X-254 ENGINE
• . X-258 ENGINES
.... X-258-B1 ENGINE
• . X-259 ENGINE
• . XM-33 ENGINE
• SUSTAINER ROCKET ENGINES
. TURBOROCKET ENGINES
• ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES
• UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
• VERNIER ENGINES
• . SYNCOM APOGEE ENGINES
TORPEDO ENGINES
• TURBOROCKET ENGINES
• ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES
VERNIER ENGINES
• CONTROL ROCKETS
• SYNCOM APOGEE ENGINES
TURBINE ENGINES
• GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES















































• . . T-58 ENGINE
• . . To58-GE*SB ENGINE
• VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES





































UF SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER 101
GS MANNED SPACECRAFT
. SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS




, . REU3ABLE SPACECRAFT
• , . SPACE _HUTrLE ORBITERS
.... ENTIEHPRISE (ORBITER)















(USE OF A MORE SPEC/F/C TERM IS






















• • ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
• . ALTITUDE SIMULATION
• . SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
• . . WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
.... NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATION
• . THERMAL SIMULATION







. . LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR
, . SOLAR SIMULATORS
• . SPACE SIMULATORS
• . . HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR






• COLD WEATHER TESTS
• CORROSION TESTS
• . CORROSION TEST LOOPS
• . SALT SPRAY TESTS
. HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
. LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS
• UNDERWATER TESTS




























GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION
EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
KINETIC EQUATIONS
• HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
































GS EQUATIONS OF STATE
















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIF/C TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSULT THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)











































UF STEADY STATE FLOW
GS FLUID FLOW
• GAS FLOW
• . EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
, . . FROZEN EQUlUBRIUM FLOW








SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS





































































































































VERY LONG BASE INTERFEROMETRY
EULER EQUATIONS OF MOTION
GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION









• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS








UF LAGRANGE EQUATIONS OF MOTION










• EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE





EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
. EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA _ LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT COS-B SATELLITE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . EUtK)PA $ LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• EUROPA LAUNCH VEHICLES





• . A-300 AIRCRAFT









• . A-300 AIRCRAFT
• . A-310 AIRCRAFT
•. A-3_0 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
•. EUROPEAN AIRBUS
• . . Ao300 AIRCRAFT
• . . A-310 AIRCRAFT




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM tS





SN (LIMITED TO CLEARANCE OF
PERSONNEL, ANIMALS, OR MATERIAL



































GS RATES (PER TIME)
• EVAPORATION RATE




• . FILM COOLING












SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS







































, EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION































































































































• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
RT HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE-AJAX MISSILE






































































































• EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES










































• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• , EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
,, , UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• . EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS















































• , F-4 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
• . F,.4 AIRCRAFT
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
, MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
. , PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
• . . F-4 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
• . F-4 AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
• PHANTOM AIRCRAFT


















































































. RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• • FABRY-PEROT SPECTROMETERS
• SPECTROMETERS










SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




































• FD 2 AIRCRAFT
RT =AIRCRAFT
FAiREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
























• AIR TO AIR MISSILES
• . FALCON MISSILE
• ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES
• . FALCON MISSILE
RT M..46 ENGINE




• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS









• BODIES OF REVOLUTION
• . SPHERES







FAN IN WiNG AIRCRAFT














(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
















USE FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
FD 2 AIRCRAFT
UF FAIREY DELTA 2 AIRCRAFT
GS FAIREY AIRCRAFT
• FD 2 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• FD 2 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• FD 2 AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
• FD 2 AIRCRAFT
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT





• LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . FOL-$ REENTRY VEHICLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
• . LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES































UF CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS
GS AUTOMATIC CONTROL
• FEEO6ACK CONTROL















































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS












































FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
GS MISSILES
. BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
. . . SUBROC MISSILE
RT INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES




(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM /S





























































































. . FILM COOLING
• LIQUID COOLING












































• , . FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
PROCEDURES
• FINITE ELEMENT METHOD























• . FINrrE VOLUME METttOD
PROCEDURES
• FINFFE VOLUME M_





































SN (LIMITED TO CONTROL OF THE FIRING
OF WEAPONS--EXCLUDES FIRE






























SN (EXCLUDES FIRE CONTROL-CONTROL















SN (EXCLUDES FIRE CONTROL--CONTROL
























FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
GS DRONE VEHICLES
. DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
• FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
• DRONE AIRCRAFT
• , TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
• FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
RYAN AIRCRAFT
• FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT























































































































































































• . COMBUSTION STABILITY
. . . FLAME STABILITY
,. MOTION STABILITY
.• . FLOW STABILITY
.... FLAME STABILITY
• FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
• . FLOW STABILITY
• . , FLAME STABILITY
STABILITY
• DYNAMIC STABILITY
• . COMBUSTION STABILITY
• . . FLAME STABILITY
• . MOTION STABILITY




























































• . GASEOUS FUELS




































, FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• . EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
.. UPPER SURFACE BLOWN FLAPS
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)-(CONT.)
,. FLAPERONS
• , JET FLAPS
• . SPLIT FLAPS
• . WING FLAPS
• . . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
.. • LEADING EDGE SLATS
• . . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS









• LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• LEADING EDGE SLATS
• TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
• VORTEX FLAPS
RT AERODYNAMIC BRAKES

















(USE OF A MORE SPECIF/C TERM IS


















• . FLASH LAMPS












































































SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
. FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
. • POLARIS A1 MISSILE
• . POLARIS A2 MISSILE
• . POLARIS A3 MISSILE
.. POSEIDON MISSILES
. SUBROC MISSILE

















































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


































































































FLY BY TUBE CONTROL
FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS

































































































































• FUGHT LOAD RECORDERS
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS














































































































• • INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES



























































• . FLIGHT SIMULATORS



















• FLIGHT _rASILITY TEST8
STABILITY TESTS






















• FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
• SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FLIGHTS
• . SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 1
FLIGHT
• . SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 2
FLIGHT












































(USE OF A MORE SPEC/F/C TERM/S






























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS








































. . BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY










































, FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
• , WIND VANES
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• . FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS




















• . FLOW DISTRIBUTION


















































































































• . FRICTION DRAG
















• , MOTION STABILITY
• , . FLOW STABILITY






• . FLOW STABILITY
• . • BOUNDARY LAYER STABILITY






• . MOTION STABILITY
• . . FLOW STABILITY


























































• . FLOW VELOCITY
RATES (PER TIME)
, FLOW VELOCITY
• , SOLAR WIND VELOCITY
VELOCITY
. FLOW VELOCITY





















UF VISUALIZATION OF FLOW
GS FLOW VISUALIZATION











. . GAS METERS












































• . GAS-SOLID INTERFACES
• . JET BOUNDARIES
. . LIQUID-LIQUID INTERFACES
. . LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES
. . LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACES
INTERFACES
• FLUID BOUNDARIES
• . GAS-SOLID INTERFACES
• . JET BOUNDARIES
• . LIQUID-LIQUID INTERFACES
• . LIQUID-SOLID INTERFACES
• , LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACES









UF CASCADES (FLUID DYNAMICS)
GS FLUID MECHANICS
• FLUID DYNAMICS








• . . INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS










































GS SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
FLUID FILLED WlELLS-(CONT.)
• FLUID FILLED SHELL,S
• . LIQUID FILLED SHELLS












































• . AIR CURRENTS
.... JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
.... MERIDIONAL FLOW
.... VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
• CONTINUUM FLOW
• COOLING FLOWS (ASTROPHYSICS)
• EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• . FROZEN EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• . SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• FREE MOLECULAR FLOW
• KNUOSEN FLOW
. MOLECULAR FLOW
• . SLIP FLOW

















• PERIPHERAL JET FLOW





















































, BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
• . REATTACHED FLOW
. . SECONDARY FLOW
. , SEPARATED FLOW
.... BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
,. COUErrE FLOW
• , KARMAN-BODEWADT FLOW

































































• . LIQUID INJECTION
• . . DEEP WELL INJECTION 0NASTES)







































• . COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
• . GAS DYNAMICS













































































• . FLUID SWITCHING ELEMENTS
SWITCHES
SWITCHING CIRCUITS






















































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS









































. . SUBSONIC FLUTTER
• . SUPERSONIC FLUTTER







































SN (USE OF A IVlOFIE SPECIFIC TERM IS






















FLY BY WIRE CONTROL
UF ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT
GS FLIGHT CONTROL














. . EJECTION SEATS
• , . FLYING EJECTION SEATS
SAFETY DEVICES
• EJECTION SEATS
• . FLYING EJECTION SEATS
SEATS
• EJECTION SEATS














UF FLYING BEDSTEAD AIRCRAFT
FLYING PLATFORM STABILITY
GS V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT













































• F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
RT coAIRCRAFT
FOKKER F 27 AIRCRAFT
USE F-27 AIRCRAFT
FOKKER F 28 AIRCRAFT







• . PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
.... FOKKER-PL&NCK E(_LIATION







FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
UF FFAR ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKEr
VEHICLE
RT _AIRCRAFT

























, FORCE VECTOR RECORDERS
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

















• . NOSE CONES
• . . ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
























.... SOLVENT REFINED COAL
• . . CRUDE OIL














• . INTEGRAL EQUATIONS





















• , RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION


























































• . VIBRATIONAL FREEZING











































, . AERODYNAMIC DRAG
.... SUPERSONIC DRAG























• • FRICTION DRAG
. • • AERODYNAMIC DRAG
.... SUPERSONIC DRAG
. . . VISCOUS DRAG
FRICTION
. FLOW RESISTANCE
• • FRICTION DRAG
• . • AERODYNAMIC DRAG
.... SUPERSONIC DRAG
• . , VISCOUS DRAG
• SKIN FRICTION
., FRICTION DRAG
, • . AERODYNAMIC DRAG
.... SUPERSONIC DRAG

































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM























• , EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• . . FROZEN EQUILIBRIUM FLOW



















































































































































• FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION

















• • WING TANKS























































• , ENDOTHERMIC FUELS
• . HIGH ENERGY FUELS
• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
. . . DIESEL FUELS
... GASOLINE
• . . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-4 JET FUEL
.... JP-5 JET FUEL
.... JP-6 JET FUEL
.... JP-8 JET FUEL










.... JP-4 JET FUEL
.... JP-5 JET FUEL
.... JP-6 JET FUEL
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FUEI.S-(CONT.)




















































































UF NAVION G-1 AIRCRAFT
NAVION RANGEMASTER AIRCRAFT
RANGEMASTER AIRCRAFT














UF FIAT G-91 AIRCRAFT
GS A'I-FACK AIRCRAFT
• FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

















UF FIAT G-95/4 AIRCRAFT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
• FIGHTER AIRCRAFT






















































































. . INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS





































. . AIR FLOW
. . AIR CURRENTS
.... JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
.... MERfDIONAL FLOW





, COOLING FLOWS (ASTROPHYSICS)
• EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• . FROZEN EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
. , SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• FREE MOLECULAR FLOW
• KNUOSEN FLOW
. MOLECULAR FLOW
, . SLIP FLOW

























































































• . ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
• . . AURORAL IONIZATION





































• . . ALVEOLAR AIR
• . . COMPRESSED AIR
• . . EXPIRED AIR
• . . HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
• . . LIQUID AIR








.... HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
.... LIQUID AIR




































































• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
•, GAll 'nJ1mllNE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES






































• . . T.58-GiE-SB ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
78
GAS TURBINE ENOINES-(CON_)
• . . HYDROGEN ENGINES
., • JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES













































• . . T-58 ENGINE
• , . T-58-GE-SB ENGINE
• TURBINE ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . • JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES














































• , . T-58 ENGINE













• • GAS TURBINES
RT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
BRAYTON CYCLE
CLOSED CYCLES

























, AIR WATER INTERACTIONS
















































• • NATURAL GAS
GASES
• FLAMMABLE GASES






• , GASEOUS ROCKET PROPELLANTS













• . SYNTHETIC FUELS






• • HYDROCARBON FUELS
.•. GASOLINE


















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS








UF GENERAL AVIATION WHITCOMB AIRFOIL
GS AIRFOILS
. WINGS





UF GENERAL AVIATION WHITCOMB AIRFOIL
GS AIRFOILS
• WINGS




















































UF CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY
AIRCRAFT
















GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT
USE GENERAL DYNAMICS AIRCRAFT
MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
UF MB-1 ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
, SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
RT ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES






















GET AWAY SPECIALS (STS)
GS PAYLOADS
• SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS










































































































































































• . GRAEFF CALCULUS
• NUMERICAL ANALYSIS











• . GRAVITY WAVES
• . . BARQCLINtC WAVES
SURFACE WAVES
• CAPILLARY WAVES
• . GRAVITY WAVES








UF MESH GENERATION (MATHEMATICS)









USE NORD 15oo AIRCRAFT
GROUND BASED CONTROL
GS GROUND BASED CONTROL
• AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
• . AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
• . RADAR APPROACH CONTROL















































UF AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
DTMB-111 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
DTMB,..430 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
HOVERCRAFT








































GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
UF GOSS (SUPPORT SYSTEM)
GS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
• GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
SYSTEM
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
• GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
SYSTEM
WEAPON SYSTEMS





















. . DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION
FACILITY
. . EARTH TERMINALS
• . INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL
CENTER
. . POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING
SYSTEM








INTEGRATED GLOBAL OCEAN STATION
SYSTEMS
JODRELL BANK OBSERVATORY
LAND MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICE
MSAT
OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
POLLUTION MONITORING





GS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
. GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT
SYSTEM






























































































AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES








































































. . JET VANES
VANES
• GUIDE VANES














• . GUST LOADS
LOADS (FORCES)
• DYNAMIC LOADS
• , AERODYNAMIC LOADS
• . . GUST LOAD6
• . TRANSIENT LOADS
• . . GUST LOADS
• RANDOM LOADS



















• , A'I-I'ITUDE INDICATORS
• . . GYRO HORIZONS
NAVIGATION AIDS
• NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
• , ATTITUDE INDICATORS














































































• . MOTION STABILITY
• . , ATI'ITUDE STABILITY
.... DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
..... GYRO6COPiC STABILITY




• . MOTION STABILITY
• . . AI"I'ITUDE STABILITY
.... DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
..... GYROSCOPIC STABILITY




































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS










• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS











• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• , HELICOPTERS
• , . TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS
.... H-25 HELICOPTER







• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS
















. ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS






• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•, HELICOPTERS











• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• • HELICOPTERS









• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
.. HELICOPTERS






























GS HANDLEY PAGE AIRCRAFT
. HP-115 AIRCRAFT
• VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
RT ooAIRCRAFT



































• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . HARPOON MI_ILE




















• • HARTMANN FLOW
• STEADY FLOW















































, . HAWK MISSILE




































UF OMNIPOL HC-3 HELICOPTER







• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
, HELICOPTERS
• . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... HC-3 HELICOPTER
RT PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
HD-I GROUND EFFECT MACHINES




. HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)













• HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)






























• . GIBBS FREE ENERGY
• . HEAT OF DISSOCIATION
• . HEAT OF FORMATION
• . HEAT OF SOLUTION
• . LATENT HEAT
• . . HEAT OF FUSION
• . , HEAT OF VAPORIZATION








































































• . HEAT OF COMBUSTION
HEAT
• HEAT OF COMBUSTION
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
• THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES







• . LATENT HEAT
• . . HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
HEAT
. ENTHALPY
• . LATENT HEAT




• . HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
• LATENT HEAT
• . HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
• LATENT HEAT
• • HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
RT VAPORIZING
HEAT PIPES
SN (EXCLUDES PIPES AND TUBES USED
FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF HEATED
LIQUIDS OR GASES)




















UF HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS
SUPERALLOYS
GS ALLOYS
• HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
• . NIMONIC ALLOYS
• . REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS




































USE HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
HEAT TRANSFER





• . HEAT TRANSFER
• , . AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
.... HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
.... SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
• , , CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
. . . CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
. , . LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
• , . RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER






























































SN (HEAT FLUX PER UNIT AREA PER UNIT
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE)
GS COEFFICIENTS










• , HEAT TRANSFEF_
• , . AERODYNAMIC PLEAT TRANSFER
.... HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
.... SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
• , . CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
• , , CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
• . , LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
• , • RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER






















































































































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• , HELICOPTERS
• , . MILITARY HELICOPTERS






HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
UF HLLV
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES





HEF (HIGH ENERGY FUELS)





















































• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. HELICOPTER ENGINES





































• . TAIL ROTORS















• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
. . HELICOPTERS
• . . ALOUEI-rE HELICOPTERS
.... SA-330 HELICOPTER
.... SE-3160 HELICOPTER
• . . COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
• . . I-1-17 HELICOPTER





• . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... AH-1G HELICOPTER
.... AH-64 HELICOPTER


















































• . . TH-55 HELICOPTER






























































SN (USE OF A MORE SPEClh'TC TERM IS










• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
• . . PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
.... NELMHOLTZ VORTICITY
EQUATION





• . HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
• . . HEUWHOLTZ VOICTICn'Y EQUATION
FLOW EQUATIONS
• VORTICITY EQUATIONS









• , HERMES MANNED SPACEPLANE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• .. SPACE SHUTTLES
.... HERMES MANNED SPA(_q.ANE


























. ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
, . HELICOPTERS







GS RATES (PER TIME)
. ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

















































• . HIGH ASPECT RATIO
HIGH ASPECT RATIO WINGS
USE SLENDER WINGS
HIGH ENERGY FUELS
SN (HEAT CONTENT GREATER THAN OR
EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY 25,000
BTU/LB)
UF HEF (HIGH ENERGY FUELS)
GS FUELS
, CHEMICAL FUELS









. HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANTS
• . DOMINO PFIOPELLANTS
















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS











SN (RN ABOVE 3,000)
GS RATIOS
. DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS
• . REYNOLDS NUMBER
• . . HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
RT LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
HIGH SPEED
UF HIGH SPEED FLIGHT
















• , HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
• . , FRAMING CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
• CAMERAS
• . HIGH SPEED CAMERAS














• HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
RT HIGH SPEED CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
HIGH SPEED TRANSPORTATION











. . • HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
. HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
. . HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
• HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
• . HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
MIXTURES
. SOLUTIONS
. . GAS MIXTURES
... AIR
.... HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS
USE HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
GS HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
• HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES










. HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
• . HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
• HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES


































































































• HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
LIFTING BODIES
. LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
• , LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES




• LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
• . LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . . HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
RT HYPERSONIC GLIDERS
HLLV



























• . ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHY
• . MICROWAVE HOLOGRAPHY
• . SPECKLE HOLOGRAPHY
• , WHITE LIGHT HOLOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
• HOLOGRAPHY
• , ACOUSTICAL HOLOGRAPHY
., MICROWAVE HOLOGRAPHY
• . SPECKLE HOLOGRAPHY


















































HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE-(CONT.)
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
• SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
• , HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
RT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
HERCULES ENGINE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES

















• . HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANDING
• SPACECRAFT LANDING
• . HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANOING










• HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
CONTROL SURFACES
• HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
• HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
TAIL SURFACES






















USE HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
HOT CYCLE PROPUL_CUON SYSTEM
USE TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
HOT GAS SYSTEMS
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT GASES
USE HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
HOT JET EXHAUST










HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES
GS ENGINES
• ROCKET ENGINES





































• • HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
LAUNCH VEHICLES
• REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
• . . HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
MANEUVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• AEROSPACE PLANES
• • HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
MANNED SPACECRAFT
• AEROSPACE PLANES
• . HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
., . AEROSPACE PLANES
.... HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT
• AEROSPACE PLANES
• HOTO(. LAUNCH VEHICLE
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT
• HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE









• HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• . HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• . HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
• , . HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS





• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES























USE GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
UF HD-1 GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
GS GROUND EFFECT MACHINES

































• . MOTION STABIUTY










UF HANDLEY PAGE HP-115 AIRCRAFT















USE DH 125 AIRCRAFT
HS-748 AIRCRAFT
UF AVRO WHITWORTH HS-748 AIRCRAFT






















































































































o: HYBRID ROCKET ENGINES
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)



















































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS























































GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION
• KINETIC EQUATIONS
• . HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
• . . HELMHOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION

























.. MAG NETOH YDROOYNAMIC:_
RT BALLAST (MASS)
=oDYNAMICS







































































• . . HYDROGEN FUELS


















• . INORGANIC SULFIDES





• , INORGANIC SULFIDES
































































































• . HYDRO6TAT)C PRESSURE



























• HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE





• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS










• , HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
• , . DECCA NAVIGATION



















. . ICY SATELLITES
.. HYPERION






• . HYPERSONIC GLIDERS














• HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER




























































. . HEAT TRANSFER
• . . AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER

























• . HYPERSONIC REENTRY
















SN (MACH 5 OR GREATER)

















• , HYPERSONIC GLIDERS


























• . HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• . . CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
• . . HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• . , PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
• . . SHOCK TUNNELS
RT SLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS









• . GAS DYNAMICS







































SN (ABOVE MACH 10)
GS TEST FACILITIES
• WIND TUNNELS
• , HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
• . . CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
• , , HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• . , PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
• , , SHOCK TUNNELS




































































• . BOOSTERS (EXPLOSIVES)
• . CAPS {EXPLOSIVES)
• . DETONATORS
• . EXPLODING WIRES






























































































































































































































• . CONTACT RESISTANCE
































































































• INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER








































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPEC/F/C TERM /S



















































• , ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATION SYSTEM


















UF INERTIAL MEASURING UNITS












UF INTERIM UPPER STAGE (STS)
IUS
GS INTERIM STAGES (SPACECRAFT)
• INERTIAL UPPER STAGE

















• . INRNITE SPAN WINGS
WINGS
• SLENDER WINGS
•. INRNITE SPAN ',NUI_
• THIN WINGS
• , INFINITE SPAR WINGS
• UNSWEPT WINGS
•. INFINITE SPAR WI_
PLANFORMS
• WING PLANFORMS















• . INFLATABLE MACIECRAFT
• . . BEACON SATELLITES
.... BEACON EXPLORER A
.... EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
SPACE ERECTABLE STRUCTURES
• INFLATABLE SPACECRAFT
• , BEACON SATELLITES
• . . BEACON EXPLORER A











• . AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
• . BALLOONS
















.... BEACON EXPLORER A












































































• RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . INFRARED INSTRUMENTS




• , . INFRARED SCANNERS
• . . INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
• . . INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS















• . COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
• MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY
• • INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
. . . COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
RT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY































• . INFRARED INSTRUMENTS






















. . INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
, INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
• . INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
SPECTROMETERS
• INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
, , FILTER WHEEL INFRARED
SPECTROMETERS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
INJECTORS
INFRARED SPECTROMETERS-(CONT.)




























































































































































































UF ILS (LANDING SYSTEMS)
GS LANDING AIDS
• INSTRUMENT L.ANOING sYtrrEMS
• . ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
• . AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL






































RT AMPS (SATELLITE PAYLOAD)
AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATIONS
DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS
LOCAL SCIENTIFIC SURVEY MOOULE
MOOULES
MOLECULAR SHIELDS





























SN (USE E3F"A MORE SPECIFIC TERM /S
















• . INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
• . . FREDHOLM EQUATIONS
• , . J INTEGRAL
• . . SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
• . , VOLTERRA EQUATIONS















• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJEt'6
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
. . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS








• . GAS DYNAMICS








SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS









• . INTERCONTINENTAL BAI.MIRrlc
MIESlLE8
• . . ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS D ICBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICBM
• , . MINUTEMAN IOBM
• . • TITAN ICBM
.... TITAN 1 ICBM
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
WTERCOImI_=NTAL8ALUSllc-(CONT.)
.... TITAN 2 ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERCONTINENTAL 8AU.16TIC
MISSILES
• . . ATI._$ ICBM
.... ATLAS D _M
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICBM
• • . MINUTEMAN ICBM
• . . MX MISSILE
• .. TITAN ICSM
.... TITAN I ICBM
.... TITAN 2 ICBM
RT FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY






















• . GAS-SOLID INTERFACES
• . JET BOUNDARIES
• . LIQUID-LIQUID INTERFACES
• . LIOUID-SOLID INTERFACES
















































































INTERIM UPPER STAGE (m)











• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• , . BLUE STREAK MISSILE
• . . JUPITER MISSILE
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS At MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MISSILE
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . BLUE STREAK MISSILE
• , . JUPITER MISSILE
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS AI MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MISSILE
RT FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
SN (EXCLUDES ROCKET ENGINES)
GS ENGINES
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . DIESEL ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . HYDROGEN ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
_m'em_c_ EtmK=s-(CONT..)
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES














































• . , T-58-GE-SB ENGINE
• . HELICOPTER ENGINES
• . ROTARY ENGINES


























HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
IGNITION SYSTEMS





































SN (LIMITED TO PRESSURE INSIDE A

















USE INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER
3
INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER 3
UF INTERNATIONAL COMETARY EXPLORER
GS ARTIFICIAL SATELLITES
• SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
• . EXPLORER SATELLITES
• . . INTERNATIONAL SUN EARTH
EXPLORERS






































































































• , , CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
• , , ITERATIVE SOLUTION
• , , NEWTON METHODS

























• AiR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... _ ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES









• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . , JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 4.34 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... J-47 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES







• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
3-57 ENGINE - (CO/'V T.)
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3.57 ENGINE
. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






. AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3-57-P-20 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES









. AIR BREATHING ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





UF MARBORE 2 ENGINE
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . • JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... J-69-T-25 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





. AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3-71 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





Y J73 TURBOJET ENGINE
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... J-73 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3-75 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES







• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3-79 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES







• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
. . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3-85 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
. . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3-85 ENGINE








• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... 3.93 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES







• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• • GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES



















(USE OF A MORE SPECIF/C TERM /S



















UF JABIRU ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• • JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE





• LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES






• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
• . LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES











• AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
• . JATO ENGINES
RT SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT






• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . JAVEUN ROCKET VEHICLE
RT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
ROCKET PROPELLED SLEDS





















































































































































































































• • , AIRCRAFT NOISE












UF FLUID JET AMPLIFIERS
GS AMPLIFIERS
• FLUID AMPLIFIERS


















































• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
• . . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... jP_ JET FUEL
.... JP-5 JET FUEL
.... JP_ JET FUEL
.... JP_ JET FUEL
. . LIQUID FUELS
• • . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JPJ, JET FUEL
.... JP-5 JET FUEL
.... JP_ JET FUEL







SN (EXCLUDES HYDRO JET ENGINES)
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• , . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES







































• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
•., JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES














































• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES













































































UF JET AUGMENTED WING FLAPS
GS AIRFOILS
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• . JET FLAPS
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• . JET FLAPS

















• . PERIPHERAL JET FLOW







































. , JET LIFT
AERODYNAMIC FORCES
• LIFT
. . JET LIFT
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
• LIFT















USE JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
® JET NOZZLES
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS










































SN (EXCLUDES DEVICES USING A LIQUID
OR GAS TO INDUCE MOVEMENT OF A




























• . JET VANES
VANES
• GUIDE VANES









(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

















































JIM_PHERE muLI I OONS-(CO/VT.)
• INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
•. BALLOONS
• , . HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
.... JIMISttERE BALLOONS






• . TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . JINDIVlK TARGET AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
• DRONE AIRCRAFT
• , TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . JINDIVlK TARGET AIRCRAFT
TARGETS
























SN (USE OF A MORE SPEC/RC TERM/S










• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
• . . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-4 JET FUEL
• . LIQUID FUELS
• . , JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-4 JET FUEL






• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
• . . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-6 JET FUEL
• . LIQUID FUELS
• , . JET ENGINE FUELS




• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
• , . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP4 JET FUEL
•, LIQUID FUELS
• . , JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP_6 JET FUEL
102
JP4 JET FULL-(CONT.)





• , HYDROCARBON FUELS
• • . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-II JET FUEL
• . LIQUID FUELS
• _ . JET ENGINE FUELS
.... JP-II JET FUEL




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















• JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . . JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ooVEHICLES
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT EXPLORER SATELLITES
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SERGEANT MISSILES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
.. JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • • JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT EXPLORER 11 SATELLITE
JUPITER MISSILE
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
SERGEANT MISSILES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
RT EXPLORER SATELLITES
JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER MISSILE
LAUNCH VEHICLES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SERGEANT MISSILES





• INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . JUPITER MISSILE
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . JUPITER MISSILE
RT JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE









• NASA SPACE PROGRAMS








UF KAPPA-EPSILON TURBULENCE MODEL
GS MODELS
• MATHEMATICAL MODELS
. . TURBULENCE MODELS



































• KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• , KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
• , KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
SOUNDING ROCKETS
• KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
• . KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
= VEHICLES
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
KEROSENE
KAPPA II ROCKET VEHICLE-(CONT.)
• , KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• , . KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . , KAPPA I! ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . KAPPA 0 ROCKET VEHICLE
SOUNDING ROCKETS
• KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
. . KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
KAPPA-IEPSILON TURBULENCE MODEL
USE K-EPSILON TURBULENCE MODEL
KARMAN VORTEX STREET
GS VORTEX STREETS








• . KARMAN-BOOEWADT FLOW
• VISCOUS FLOW
• . KARMAN-BODEWADT FLOW
TRANSLATIONAL MOTION
• THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
.. THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW























































GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION
• KINETIC EQUATIONS
















GS EQUATIONS OF MOTION
• KINETIC EQUATIONS
• . HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
• . . HELMHOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION











. NEWTON SECOND LAW
. NEWTON THEORY
• REACTION KINETICS

































• , KNUI_IEN FLOW







































• L-29 JET TRAINER
MONOPLANES
• L-29 JET TRAINER
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT
• L-29 JET TRAINER
TILT WING AIRCRAFT
• I.-29 JET TRAINER
TRAINING AIRCRAFT
• I.-29 JET TRAINER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT











• . ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LAB
(SPACELAB)
• , EARTH VIEWING APPLICATIONS
LABORATORY
• . LONG DURATION EXPOSURE
FACILITY
• MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES
., SKYLAB 1
• • SKYLAB 2

































• LAGRANGE SIMILARITY HYPOTHESIS
THEOREMS
• SIMILARITY THEOREM














• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• • LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• • LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES





• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
• . . LAME WAVE EQUATIONS
WAVE EQUATIONS













• LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER











THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
X-21 AIRCRAFT
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION












• . BLASIUS FLOW
• . HARTMANN FLOW














































, LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL





• . HEAT TRANSFER
• . . LAMINAR HEAT TRANSFER
























• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• • LANCE MII_ILE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES















• . HORIZONTAL SPACECRAFT LANDING
• . LUNAR LANDING
• . MARS LANDING




• . DITCHING (LANDING)
RT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
APPROACH













• . DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON
SYSTEM
• AIRPORT LIGHTS
• , RUNWAY LIGHTS
• ARRESTING GEAR
• INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
• . ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
• , AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
• LANDING INSTRUMENTS
• . APPROACH INDICATORS
• LANDING RADAR
• MICROVISION LANDING AID
• MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS




























































• . APPROACH INDICATORS



































































• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . ALTIMETERS


























• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . RANGE FINDERS
• . , OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
.... _ RANGE FINDERS
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
, . OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
• . . LASER RANGE fiNDERS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS























































• . MOTION STABILITY




• . MOTION STABIUTY

















































• ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE





EUROPA 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
EUROPA 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE




RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
LAUNCH VEHmM_,s-(CONT.)
• . HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE






















SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEH_OE 5
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICtJE
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE














































• AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
• . JATO ENGINES
• CATAPULTS




• . MOBILE MISSILE LAUNCHERS
• ROCKET LAUNCHERS
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• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
., WING FLAPS
• . . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
• AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
• , WING FLAPS
. . . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• , WING FLAPS




LU, mNG EDGE FIAPS-(CONT.)








• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
•, WING FLAPS
• . • LEADING EDGE BLAlrl
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
AEROOYNAMIC BRAKES
• WING FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE _LAlrS
AIRCRAFT BRAKES
• WING FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE SLATS
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
•. WING FLAPS




• . . LEADING _ SLAlrs








¢ r ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
• " " SWEEP ANGLE
.... SWEEPBACK
..... LEAmNG EDGE _¢EP
LEADING EDGE THRUST
GS THRUST









• • BLUNT LEADING EDGES









• LEAR JET AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
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• . INTERFERENCE LIFT
•. JET LIFT
• . ROTOR LIFT
• , ZERO LIFT
AERODYNAMIC FORCES
• UFT
• . INTERFERENCE LIFT
• . JET LIFT
• . ROTOR LIFT
• . ZERO LIFT
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
• UFT
• . INTERFERENCE LIFT
• . JET LIFT
• . ROTOR LIFT













































































. FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
• HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
• HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
• JANUS SPACECRAFT
• M-2 LIFTING BODY


















• UFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
. • HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
. . HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . JANUS SPACECRAFT
• . Mo2 LIFTING BODY
• . . M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
•. X-20 AIRCRAFT
• . X-24 AIRCRAFT
REENTRY VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
• . UFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . . FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . . HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
• , . HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . . JANUS SPACECRAFT
• . , M-2 LIFTING BODY
.... M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
• . . X-20 AIRCRAFT





















, • ROTARY WINGS
• , . LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARINGLESS ROTORS















. . UF'FOFF (LAUNCHING)
. SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING






LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM
UF LAMPS PROGRAM
GS NAVIGATION AIDS












• BEECH 99 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT-(CONT.)





















































WATER TAKEOFF AND LANDING
AIRCRAFT









• . OH4 HELICOPTER
• . Ot-l-5 HELICOPTER
• . OH-6 HELICOPTER
• , OH-58 HELICOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HELICOPTERS










• LIGHT INTRATHEATER TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT





• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
108
OOA'rrERm m_:TIms-(GONT.)
• . LIOHlr _.ATTEN_ _l_E_
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS




• LIGHT TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT






• UGHTMILL GAS MODEL
















• . LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS




• .. LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS













• . UNEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
• REAL VARIABLES
• . LINEAR EQUATIONS
• . • UNEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
RT DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
® EQUATIONS




• . LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR




• . LINEAR QUAORATIC REGULATOR












• . UNEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR




• . LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR
UNEARQUADRATICREaULATOR-(CONT.)


































• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS









• . LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
• • LIQUID AIR
• . LIQUID AMMONIA
• . LIQUID FLUORINE
• . LIQUID HELIUM
• . • LIQUID HELIUM 2
• . LIQUID HYDROGEN
• . LIQUID NEON
• . LIQUID NITROGEN
• . LIQUID OXYGEN
LIQUIDS
• LIQUEFIED GASES
• . LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
• . LIQUID AIR
• , LIQUID AMMONIA
• . LIQUID FLUORINE
• . LIQUID HELIUM
• . . LIQUID HELIUM 2
• . LIQUID HYDROGEN
• . LIQUID NEON
• . L/QUID NITROGEN












• . HYDROCARBON FUELS
. • . LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
GASES
• FLAMMABLE GASES
. . LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
• LIQUEFIED GASES
• • UQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
LIQUIDS
• LIQUEFIED GASES





• . LIQUERED NATURAL GAS
RT METHANE
NATURAL GAS




• , LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES




























GS SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
• FLUID FILLED SHELLS
• . LIQUID FILLED SHELLS







































• . • LIQUID HELIUM
.... LIQUID HELIUM 2
GASES
• LIQUEFIED GASES
• . LIQUID HELIUM






• . . LIQUID HELIUM




• . LIQUID NEUUM 2
LIQUEFIED GASES
• LIQUID HELIUM






• . LIQUID INJECTION
• . . DEEP WELL INJECTION (WASTES)

































































• . LIQUID.GAS MIXTURES
... AEROSOLS
.... FOG











• . UOUID-LIOUID INTERFACES
INTERFACES
• FLUID BOUNDARIES


































• . LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACE8



























































LrnlJE JOE 2 LAUNCH VElaCLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• UTTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICUE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES




SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TX-354 ENGINE
XM_3 ENGINE
urnlJE JOHN ROCKET V1DIICt.E
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . Ulll.E JOHN ROCKET VFJRCLE
• SURFACE TO SURFACE
. . LlrrrLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICI.E
RT HERCULES ENGINE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
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UF LOCATION OF AIR TRAFFIC SATELLITES









































LOCKHEED MODEL 18 AIRCRAFT
GS LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
• LOCKHEED MODEL 18 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• LOCKHEED MOOEL 18 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
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• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . LOKI ROCKEr VEHICLE
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE















































• . MOTION STABILITY




• . MOTION STABILITY




































• . HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
• , . LONAC NAVIGATION SYSTEM






UF LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
GS NAVIGAllON
• RADIO NAVIGATION























UF LONG RANGE NAVIGATION
GS NAVIGATION
• RADIO NAVIGATION







USE LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
oo LOUNGES
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




























• . LOW ASPECT RATIO




•. LOW AmIIECT RATIO WINGS
• . . DELTA WINGS













LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
GS TEST FACILITIES
• WIND TUNNELS
• . LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS











• . LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
RT HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENCE
LOW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
UF LORV
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• LOW _RVABLE REENTRY
VEHICLF.8
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SN (RN BELOW 2,000)
GS RATIOS
• DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS
• . REYNOLDS NUMBER
LOwnevNou_NUmN_CONT.)
• . . LOW RSYNOM)e NUMBER

















• . MOTION STABIUTY
•., LOW SPEED STABILITY
STABILITY
• DYNAMIC STABILITY
• . MOTION STABILITY











LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
GS TEST FACILITIES
• WIND TUNNELS
• . LOW BPEED WIND TUNNELS
• . . SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS









































• LOW THRUST PROPULSION
• . ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPULSION
• . ELECTROSTATIC PROPULSION
• , . ION PROPULSION
• . MAN OPERATED PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
• . PHOTONIC PROPULSION
LOWTHRUST_mPUL=ON-(CONT.)
• . PLASMA PROPULSION
• , SOLAR PROPULSION
• . . SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION






















LOW VO_LUME RAMJET ENGINES
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . , JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. • GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINE$
• TURBINE ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOt.UME RAMJET ENGINES
=o LOW WING AIRCRAFT
SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
















USE LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN
CONTROL
LOR

















USE VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
M-2 UP-IrlWG BOGY
GS UFTING BE_ES
• LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . 14-2 UFTING BOGY
• . . M-2F2 LIFTING BOGY
REENTRY VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BOGIES
• , LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . , M-2 UFTING BOGY
.... M-2F2 LIFTING BOGY
M-2Ft UFTING BOGY
GS LIFTING BODIES
• LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• , M-2 LIFTING BODY
• . . M-2F2 LIFTING BOGY
REENTRY VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BOGIES
• . LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . . M-2 LIFTING BODY
.... M-2F2 UFTING 800Y
M-2F3 UFTING BODY
GS LIFTING BODIES
• M-21F3 LIFTING BOGY
MACE MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• • MACE MISSILES
RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
J-33 ENGINE



































































































































• . MOTION STABILITY

















































• . . ELECTROSTATIC WAVES




























































































MAN O_PERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS
UF MOPS (PROPULSION SYSTEMS)
GS PROPULSION
• LOW THRUST PROPULSION






























1 MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BOO_ES
• . LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . . FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . . HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . . HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
• , . JANUS SPACECRAFT
• . . M-2 LIFTING BODY
.... M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
• . . X-20 AIRCRAFT








• EARTH ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS















































• . MANNED REENTRY
SPACE FUGHT
• MANNED SPACE FLIGHT




































.. GEMINI 12 FLIGHT
• MANNED REENTRY
• MERCURY FUGHTS
• , MERCURY MA-1 FLIGHT
• , MERCURY MA-2 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MA-3 FLIGHT
• , MERCURY MA-4 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MA-5 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
• • MERCURY MA-7 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MA-8 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MA-g FUGHT
• . MERCURY MR-I FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MR-2 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MR-3 FLIGHT
• . MERCURY MR-4 FLIGHT
• SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
• , SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-A
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-B
• • SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-C
• • SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 31-D
• , SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-A
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-B
• , SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41.G
• . SPACE SHuI-rLE MISSION 51-A
• . SPACE SHU'I-rLE MISSION 51-B
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
• . SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 51-D
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
• . SPACE SHU]-I'LE MISSION 51-G
• • SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-H
• . SPACE SHUTfLE MISSION 51-1
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-J
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-A
• . SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 61-8
• , SPACE SHUTrLE MISSION 61_;

















LONG DURATION SPACE FLIGHT




















































































































• • ER_I (ESA SATELLITE)
• . MARECS MARITIME SATELLITES
• . MAROTS (ESA)
RT MSAT
NATIONAL OCEANIC SATELLITE SYSTEM
TOPEX
MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• MARK 1 REENTRY BOOY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• MARK 4 REENTRY BOOY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
MARK 6 REENTRY BOOY
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
RT INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
MARKERS
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GS RATES (PER TIME)









































• AIR TO AIR MISSILES
• . MATRA MISSILE







SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• MAULER MISSILE
RT SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOUD PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
MAVERICK MIB_LIES
GS MISSILES
• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . MAVERICK MISSILES



































USE GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
GS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
. C-9 AIRCRAFT
• DC 10 AIRCRAFT
• F-101 AIRCRAFT
• PHANTOM AIRCRAFT




GS MCOONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
, . A-1 AIRCRAFT
• . A-3 AIRCRAFT
. , A-4 AIRCRAFT
• . B-66 AIRCRAFT
• . C-9 AIRCRAFT
• . C-47 AIRCRAFT
• C-54 AIRCRAFT
• . C-118 AIRCRAFT
• , C-124 AIRCRAFT
• . C_133 AIRCRAFT
• . D_558 AIRCRAFT
•. DC 3 AIRCRAFT
•. DC 7 AIRCRAFT
DC 8 AIRCRAFT
• , DC 9 AIRCRAFT
• . DC 10 AIRCRAFT
• . PD-808 AIRCRAFT
• . X-3 AIRCRAFT
• F-18 AIRCRAFT
• MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
• . C_9 AIRCRAFT
, DC 10 AIRCRAFT
• F-101 AIRCRAFT
• , PHANTOM AIRCRAFT
. . F_I AIRCRAFT





• . VACUUM GAGES
• . . MCLEOD GAGES
VACUUM APPARATUS
• VACUUM GAGES
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• . CERENKOV COUNTERS
• . ELECTRON COUNTERS
• , GEIGER COUNTERS
• . NEUTRON COUNTERS
.... NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS
• . . PARTICLE TELESCOPES
• . . PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
• . . QUANTUM COUNTERS
• . . SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
• . . SPARK CHAMBERS
• DEFORMETERS
• DENSIMETERS
• , ULTRASONIC DENSIMETERS
• DENSITOMETERS
• . MICRODENSITOMETERS
• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . ALTIMETERS
., LASER ALTIMETERS
• . . RADIO ALTIMETERS
• . GEODIMETERS
• • RANGE FINDERS
• , . OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS










































• . GYRO HORIZONS
• CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
• COMPASSES
., GYROCOMPASSES
• . MAGNETIC COMPASSES
•. SOLAR COMPASSES
• FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
• , WIND VANES
• POSITION INDICATORS
• . PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
• . RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS


























































• . FILTER WHEEL INFRARED
SPECTROMETERS




• . OPTICAL PYROMETERS
• , OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS




• . . ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS






































.... PHILIPS IONIZATION GAGES
. . KNUDSEN GAGES
•, MCLEOG GAGES
























• . . ULTRAVIOLET DETECTORS
.... ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS





. . EBERT SPECTROMETERS
• . ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
• . FABRY-PEROT SPECTROMETERS
•. HODOSCOPES
• . INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
• . . INFRARED DETECTORS
.... FLIR DETECTORS
.... INFRARED RADIOMETERS
• . . INFRARED SCANNERS
. , . INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
• . , INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
• . PHOTOMETERS
... ELECTROPHOTOMETERS
• , . ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS




. . RADIATION COUNTERS
. . . CERENKOV COUNTERS
• . . ELECTRON COUNTERS
• . . GEIGER COUNTERS
• . . NEUTRON COUNTERS
.... NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS
• • . PARTICLE TELESCOPES
• . . PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
• . . QUANTUM COUNTERS
. . , SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
• . . SPARK CHAMBERS




• . • GOLAY DETECTOR CELLS








• ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
RADIOMETER
• AMPS (SATELLITE PAYLOAD)














• GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETERS
• IMAGING SPECTROMETERS
• INFRARED SPECTROMETERS























• . RADIATION PYROMETERS
• , THERMOCOUPLE PYROMETERS
• TEMPERATURE PROBES
• . PNEUMATIC PROBES
• THERMOMETERS













































INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
LANDING INSTRUMENTS
LARGE APERTURE SEISMIC ARRAY

























































• X RAY STRESS MEASUREMENT
THRUST MEASUREMENT
VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
• WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
WIND MEASUREMENT









































. . SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
• _ rrRUCTURES











SN (LIMITED TO SENTIENT
ORGANISMS-EXCLUDES COMPUTER



















• SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
























USE GRID GENERATION (MATHEMATICS)
_MrrT ME P-160 AIRCRAFT
USE P-160 AIRCRAFT




















• PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
• . METAL PLATES



























I_'TEOR 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• METEOR 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
RAMJET ENGINES















































































































































• , MICROROCKET ENGINES
• . . ORBIT MANEUVERING ENGINE
(SPACE SHUTTLE)

























• MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
• . MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM
LANDING SYSTEM












• . BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS
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RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOIId)
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• . MINIMUM DRAG
RT AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
FRICTION DRAG
MINOR CIRCLE TURNING FLIGHT
GS TURNING FLIGHT









• . MINUTEMAN )CBM
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES













• MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT AIRCRAFT
. MIRAGE AIRCRAFT















• . MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
• MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• . MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
UF DASSAULT MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
• . MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• . . MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
DASSAULT AIRCRAFT
MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• • MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• , MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
. MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• • MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT
• MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• . MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
• MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• . MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT
, MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
•. MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
• MIRAGE AIRCRAFT
• , MIRAGE 3 AIRCRAFT
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT






























































































































• . RADAR DETECTION










• . MOBILE MISSILE LAUNCHERS




















• . MI961LE RANGES
TEST FACILITIES
• TEST RANGES
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• . NIKE X SYSTEMS




























RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING









































• , SPARROW 2 MISSILE
• . SPARROW 3 MISSILE




























• FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES




.... ATLAS D ICBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICSM
• , . MINUTEMAN ICBM
.,. TITAN ICBM
.... TITAN 1 ICBM




.. INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . , BLUE STREAK MISSILE
• . . JUPITER MISSILE
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS A1 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MISSILE
• PERSHING MISSILE
• POSEIDON MISSILES











SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
ANDPIPER TARGET MISSILE
SS-11 MISSILE
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
BOMARC MISSILES
• BOMARC A MISSILE














SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• ANTITANK MISSILES
. , SHILLELAGH MISSILES
• . TOW MISSILES
. CORPORAL MISSILE
• CRUISE MISSILES
• . NAVAHO MISSILE
. . TOMAHAWK MISSILES
• FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
.. POLARIS A1 MISSILE
• , POLARIS A2 MISSILE
• . POLARIS A3 MISSILE
. . POSEIDON MISSILES
. . SUBROC MISSILE
• INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• ., ATLAS ICBM
.... ATLAS D ICBM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICBM
• .. MINUTEMAN ICBM
. . . MX MISSILE
• . . TITAN ICBM
.... TITAN 1 ICBM
.... TITAN 2 tCBM
• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
., , BLUE STREAK MISSILE
• . . JUPITER MISSILE
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS A1 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2. MISSILE






• SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
• SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
• V-1 MISSILE

















































































































































MIXINO LENGTH FLOW THEONY
GS FLOW THEORY
• MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
KINETIC THEORY
• TRANSPORT THEORY
• . MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY












• . BINARY FLUIDS
• . EUTECTICS
• . . EUTECTIC ALLOYS
• DISPERSIONS
• . COLLOIDS
• . . AEROSOLS
.... FOG
• . . COLLOIDAL PROPELLANTS
•. EMULSIONS
• . . PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS
.... NUCLEAR EMULSIONS
• . LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES















.... HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR
.... LIQUID AIR
• . . DETONABLE GAS MIXTURES
• . PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS
• .. NUCLEAR EMULSIONS











































































VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
MOLECULAR FLOW
SN (FLOW WITH KNUDSEN NUMBERS
GREATER THAN 0.01--FOR SPECIFIC
FLOWS IN THIS RANGE USE
NARROWER TERMS--FOR DUCTED




• . MOLECULAR FLOW
• . . SLIP FLOW
.. , TRANSITION FLOW
MOLECULAR FLOW-(CONT )









• . POLAR GASES
• . POLYATOMIC GASES
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• . • AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
• . . AIRCRAFT STABILITY
.... HOVERING STABILITY





• . . FLOW STABILITY








... LOW SPEED STABILITY
• . . ROTARY STABILITY
.... GYROSCOPIC STABILITY




• . . AERODYNAMIC STABILITY
• . , AIRCRAFT STABILITY
.... HOVERING STABILITY





• . . FLOW STABILITY





• . . LOW SPEED STABILITY
• . . ROTARY STABILITY
.... GYROSCOPIC STABILITY










SN (LIMITED TO MACHINES SUPPLIED WITH
EXTERNAL ENERGY WHICH IS
CONVERTED INTO FORCE AND/OR





• . ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
• . INDUCTION MOTORS
.. MICROMOTORS
., STEPPING MOTORS
• . SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
.. TORQUE MOTORS
• SERVOMOTORS









































USE MRCA AIRCRA! r
























































• . INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
• . . COLOR INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
• . RADAR PHOTOGRAPHY
RT CHANGE DETECTION
CROP IDENTIFICATION
















• ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
MULTISTAGE ROC_KET VEHICUES-(CONT.)
• BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
• DIAMANT LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ELDO LAUNCH VEHICLE
• EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
• JAGUAR ROCKET VEHICLE
• JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE
• JUNO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
• KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
LAMBOA ROCKET VEHICLES








• NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
• PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET
• RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
• RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE
. SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
• , SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
• SKYLARK ROCKET VEHICLE
• THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• , THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• , THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE




















TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE








• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES







UF DASSAULT MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
GS DASSAULT AIRCRAFT
• MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
. MYBTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• MY_rF.RE 20 AIRCRAFT
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
• MY_rERE 20 AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
• MYSTERE 20 AIRCRAFT
MYSTERE 5O AIRCRAFT






















































































NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
GS PROGRAMS
• NASA PROGRAMS
• . NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
•.. NATIONAL LAUNCH YEHICLE
PflOGRAM
• SPACE PROGRAMS
•. NASA SPACE PROGRAMS









• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . CRUISE MISSILES
•.. NAVAHO MmLE



































• ASTROGUIDE NAVIGATION SYSTEM














• . VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
. SPACE NAVIGATION
• . INTERPLANETARY NAVIGATION
• SURFACE NAVIGATION




























• . DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON
SYSTEM
• RADAR BEACONS
• . DISCRETE ADORESS BEACON
SYSTEM
• RADIO BEACONS
• . OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
.... SELF CAUBRATING OMNIRANGE












































































• . GYRO HORIZONS
• COMPASSES
.. GYROCOMPASSES
• • MAGNETIC COMPASSES
•. SOLAR COMPASSES




























. . AEROSAT SATELLITES
. . EXPLORER 22 SATELLITE
• . NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITES
. . NAVSTAR SATELLITES
• . NOVA SATELLITES
.. REFSAT
• . TRANSIT ATTITUDE CONTROL
SATELLITE












































• • NEUTRAL 6X/OYAI_Y SIMULATION
SIMULATION
• ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
. . SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION






























• . , NEWTON METHODS
.... NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD
• . ITERATION































































HIKE BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
GS ENGINES
ROCKET ENGINES
• BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
• . NIKE BOO6TER ROCKET ENGINES
. SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES




• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
•. NIKE MISSILES
. . • NIKE-AJAX MISSILE
• . . NIKE-HERCULES MISSILE












• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . NIKE-APACHE ROCKET VEHICLE
• • • NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
• . , NIKE-HYDAC ROCKET VEHICLE
. . . NIKE-IROQLIOIS ROCKET VEHICLE
. . , NIKE-JAVELIN ROCKET VEHICLE




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)










• . NIKE X SYSTEItm
RT ANTIMISSILE MISSILES
MIS_LES





• . NIKE-AJ_J( MISSILE
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• . NIKE MISSILES
• . . NIKE-AJAX MIfGIUE
RT ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
EXOS SOUNDING ROCKET
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
NIKE-_PACHE ROCKEr VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . NIKE-APACHE ROCKEr VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
NIKE-_P IKX_KET
USE ASP ROCKET VEHICLE
NIKE_:AJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . NIKE-CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
RT CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE




• , NIKE,-HERCULES MISSILE
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• , NIKE MISSILES
• , . NIKE-HERCULES MIImlLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
NIKE-NYDAC ROCKEr VEHICLE
GS R(X;KET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES




• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES




• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . . NIKE-JAVEUN ROCKET VEHICLE




• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . NIKE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . • NIKE-TOMAHAWK ROCKEr
VEHICLE





• . NIKE-ZEUS MIS_LE
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• . NIKE MISSILES
• . • NIKE-Z_US MISStLE






• , NITRAMINE PROPELLANTS
• SOLID PROPELLANTS
N_*NE PRoR_-(CONT.)
















































UF AIRCRAFT NOISE PREDICTION
GS PREDICTIONS








































































• NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . NOMAJB LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES















































































































• . NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
. . . CUBIC EQUATIONS
. . . DUFFING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
• . . MONGE-AMPERE EQUATION
• .. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION
EQUATIONS
• . , QUADRATIC EQUATIONS












• . NONUNEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
• REAL VARIABLES
• . NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
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• . ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
•. ROCKET NOSE CONES
FOREBOOIES
• NOSES (FOREBODIES)
• , NO61E CONES
• . . ABLATIVE NOSE CONES














































• . NO_E WHEELS






• . . ABLATIVE NOSE CONES








• NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
RT F-1 ROCKET ENGINE
J-2 ENGINE
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• LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
• • WATER COOLED REACTORS
• . . NRX REACTORS












• . NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES
• . , NUCLEAR BGHT'BULB ENGINES








• . NUCLEAR RAMJET ENGINES
RT PLUTO REACTORS
oQROCKETS





• . NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES
• . . NUCLEAR LIGHTBULB ENGINES











• • NUCLEAR WARHEADS
NUMERICAL FLOW VISUAUZATION
GS FLOW VISUALIZATION







• . NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
• • • RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
• REAL VARIABLES
. . MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
NUMERICAL INTEePu_'noN-(CONT.)














, . NUSSIELT NUMBER
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USE VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
OGIVES

















• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
.. HELICOPTERS
• . . LIGHT HELICOPTERS
.... O14-4 HELICOPTER

















• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
., HELICOPTERS
















• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS
• . , LIGHT HELICOPTERS
.... OH4 HELICOPTER




. OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
NAVIGATION
• OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM
RT AIR NAVIGATION
o=SYSTEMS
OMNIPOL HC .It HEUCOPTER
USE HC-_3 HELICOPTER
OMNIPOL L-29 AIRCRAFT


































































• . OPEN CHANNEL FLOW
• LIQUID FLOW









• . IRISES (MECHANICAL APERTURES)






































































































































• OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS




• . ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS

































































































• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS





• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
, , RANGE FINDERS
. • . OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
.... LASER RANGE FINDERS
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
. . OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
• . . LASER RANGE FINDERS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
















• , LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR
• . , LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN
CONTROL
• . TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
OPTIMIZATION
• OPTIMAL CONTROL
• , LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR
• , . LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSIAN
CONTROL









































































































































































































RT HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS




































































• . PADE APPROXIMATION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
• APPROXIMATION
• . PADE APPROXIMATION
REAL VARIABLES
• SERIES (MATHEMATICS)

















• , . PANEL FL_ER
• . SELF INDUCED VIBRATION




PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
GS PROCEDURES

















• BOOTES OF REVOLUTION




• • DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS









































































































• . FLEXIBLE WINGS
... PARAWING$
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• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
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GS NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER
GENERATION
• NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
• . PATHFINDtER NUCLEAR REACTOR
NUCLEAR REACTORS
• LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
• , WATER COOLED REACTORS
• . . BOILING WATER REACTORS
.... PATHFINDER NUCLEAR REACTOR
NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS





(USE OF A MORE SPECIF/C TERM IS

























• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES





























• ASTRO MISSIONS (STS)
• ATMOSPHERIC GENERAL
CIRCULATION EXPERIMENT
• EARTH RADIATION BUDGET
EXPERIMENT










• PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
EXPERIMENT IN SPACE
• PLASMA INTERACTION EXPERIMENT
• SPACELAB
• X RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
SPACE STATION PAYLOADS
SPACELAB PAYLOADS
• AMPS (SATELLITE PAYLOAD)




• . GEOPHYSICAL FLUID FLOW CELLS
• , SOLAR CELL CALIBRATION FACILITY
RT AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINTING
SYSTEM

























































• PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
ROCKET VEHICLES
. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
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• . PERSHING MISSILE
. SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
. • PERSHING MISSILE
RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES




























• . F-4 AIRCRAFT
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
• . PHANTOM AIRCRAFT

















• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET
























• DIFFRACTION LIMITED CAMERAS
FAINT OBJECT CAMERA




















































































































































































































• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . PHOTOMETERS
... ELECTROPHOTOMETERS
• , , ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS







• , ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS





• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . PHOTOMETERS
.,. ELECTROPHOTOMETERS
• , , ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS






























• . ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOMETRY
• . . STELLAR SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
• . ELECTROPHOTOMETRY
• , INFRARED PHOTOMETRY
• . SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
• . . STELLAR SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
•. TELEPHOTOMETRY
• . ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY







































SLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY
DMSP SATELLITES


































• . PIEZOELECTRIC GAGE8
TRANSDIJC_RS
• PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
• . PIEZOELECTRIC GA_.S
• PIEZORESISTIVE TRANSDUCERS

































































• TARGET CRONE AIRCRAFT
• . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
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• . PILO1PS (PERSONNEL)
• , . AIRCRAFT PILOTS
.... TEST PILOTS
• OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
• . PILOTS (PERSONNEL)


















• . PIPE FLOW
• PARALLEL FLOW
































































• . DIESEL ENGINES
• . FREE-PISTON ENGINES

























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














































































UF PPI (POSI_ INDICATORS)
GS DISPLAY DEVICES
• POSITK_N IN(_CATORS
• . PLAN PORTION INDICATORS
• RADARSCOPES
• . PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
• MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• . POSITION INDICATORS














• PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER





























































• . HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
•.. _ JET WINO TUNNELS
• , HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
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• . X-Y PLOTTERS
RT COMPUTER GRAPHICS































RT NUCLEAR RAMJET ENGINES
NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES



















































• . TEMPERATURE PROBES










































• POINTING CONTROL BYI_IrEM6













• , DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS


























• • SATELLITE ORBITS














• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
. . POLARIMETERS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT




















POL 18 A1 MIBSIME
GS MISSILES
• BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS A1 MI_glLIE
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
• , POLARm A1 MISSILE
• INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . POLARIS MISSILES




• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . • POLARIS MISSILES
.... POCARI8 A2 MISSILE
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . POLARIS A2 MISSILE
• INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . POLARIS MISSILES




• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS A3 MIB_MLE
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . POLARIS A3 MISSILE
• INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . POLARIS MISSILES




• , INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . POLARIS MISSILES
.... POLARIS AI MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MISSILE
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC
MISSILES
•.. POLARIS MI_LES
.... POLARIS AI MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MISSILE
RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES








































• . POLYETHER RESINS
• • . POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE
RESINS
• SYNTHETIC RESINS
• , POLYETHER RESINS
• . . POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE
POROUS AIRFOILS
USE POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
UF POROUS AIRFOILS
GS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS











• • POGEIDON MISSILES
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . , POSEIDON MI_IILES




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

























































• . PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
• . RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
• . SPACECRAFT POSITION INDICATORS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• , POSITION INDICATORS
• , • PLAN POSITION INDICATORS
• . . RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS























































































(USE OF A MORE .S,¢_CIFIC TERM /S




































































• . • PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METttOO6
• . ITERATION



















































• . LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE





































































































































• . PRESSUflE DRAG







SN (USE OF A MORE SPEC/F/C TERM IS




































• , PIEZOELECTRIC GAGES
• . PIEZOMETERS
• . VACUUM GAGES





.... PHILIPS IONIZATION GAGES
• . . KNUDSEN GAGES
pmmu_ GAo=s-(CONT:.)


























































































































































. AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES




















































RT ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
CLIMATOLOGY
_oEQUATIONS













































• • SERIES (MATHEMATICS)
• . . PRONY SERIES
. REAL VARIABLES
• . SERIES (MATHEMATICS)
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. . PROPELLANT BINDERS













• . SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION






















• . PROPELLANT MASS RATIO



























. DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS


















• GASEOUS ROCKET PROPELLANTS
LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
• CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS





• . . RP-1 ROCKET PROPELLANTS














• SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
• . DOUBLE BASE ROCKET
PROPELLANTS
... HMX
. .. HTPB PROPELLANTS















































































• . . PROPELLER IW.IP_rRE.Um
• TURSULENT WAKES
• . SLIPSTREAMS

































• . ION PROPULSION
• LASER PROPULSION
• PLASMA PROPULSION





• . ION PROPULSION





• . SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
• . SOLAR THERMAL PROPULSION
MARINE PROPULSION
• UNDERWATER PROPULSION
• . SUBMARINE PROPULSION
NUCLEAR PROPULSION











• . SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION



























. ASCENT PROPULSION SYSTEMS





























































































• PULSED JET ENGINES






• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... PULSEJET ENGINES
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES



































































































• • . RADIATION PYROMETERS

























• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HEUCOPTERS


















• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
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SN (EXPERIMENTAL STOL TRANSPORT
RESEARCH AIRPLANE)





• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT


















• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . , JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... RA-28 ENGINE
• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
































• RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
GROUND BASED CONTROL
• AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
• . RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
TRAFFIC CONTROL
• AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
• . RADAR APPROACH CONTROL


































































































































• RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
TRANSMISSION
• HEAT TRANSMISSION
• , HEAT TRANSFER
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• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . ALTIMETERS









• . RADIO DEACONS
• . • OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES






• , , OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
.... SELF CALIBRATING OMNIRANGE
TRANSMITTERS
• RADIO TRANSMITTERS
• . RM_O BEACONS
• . . OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES





























• . POLAR RADIO BLACKOUT
• CHIRP






.... SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF
ATMOSPHERICS
.... WHISTLERS
• , . COSMIC NOISE
• , , iONOSPHERIC NOISE
.... WHISTLERS
• . . SHOT NOISE
• . , WHITE NOISE
.... THERMAL NOISE





























• . HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION
• . , DECCA NAVIGATION
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• RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE





• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES






. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . , JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES






METEOR 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
NAVAHO MISSILE





• . NAVAHO MISSILE
. . SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE




SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES




(USE OF A MOFIE SPECIFIC TERM/S














(USE OF A MORE SPEC/F/C TERM IS






RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKIN_
GS DISTANCE
• RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
RADAR
• RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
TRACKING (POSITION)
• RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
RT GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK
MISSILE TRACKING












• DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT
• . RANGE FINDERS
, . , OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS


























• . BALLISTIC RANGES















USE RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
RAPID BALLISTICS IDENTIFICATION
GS IDENTIFYING











UF HIGH SPEED TRANSPORTATION
GS TRANSPORTATION





























• . GAS DYNAMICS
















UF LOW DENSITY GASES
GS GASES
• RAREFIED GASES
• . COSMIC GASES
• . . INTERPLANETARY GAS











RATE OF CLIMB INDICATORS
GS AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS









• . SPIN REDUCTION
• ELECTRON ACCELERATION
• HIGH ACCELERATION

































• . . LUMINOUS INTENSITY
.... ILLUMINANCE
.... LUMINANCE
• . . PARTICLE FLUX DENSITY
.... ELECTRON FLUX DENSITY
.... NEUTRON FLUX DENSITY
.... PROTON FLUX DENSITY
... RADIANCE
... RADIANCY
• . . SOLAR FLUX DENSITY
.... SOLAR CONSTANT
• . SOUND INTENSITY











































































• . RAYLEIGH-BENARO CONVECTION
• . . RENARD CELLS
FLUID FLOW
• CONVECTIVE FLOW
• . RAYLEIGH-BENARD CONVECTION



















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS



















































.. BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

















• RECIRCULATIYE FLUID FLOW







































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)


































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS























































• . RECTANGULAR PANELS
• . RECTANGULAR PLATES






• . RECTANGULAR PLATES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
• PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)







• . RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS





• . UNSWEPT WINGS
• . . RECTANGULAR WING8
PLANFORMS
• RECTANGULAR PLANFORMS






• . REDEYE MISSILE
. SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
. REDEYE MISSILE




• . HYPERBOLIC REENTRY
• , HYPERSONIC REENTRY
• • , UNCONTROLLED REENTRY
(SPACECRAFT)
• . MANNED REENTRY
• , SPACECRAFT REENTRY






































































































• . X-20 AIRCRAFT
• LOW OeSERVABLE REENTRY
VEHICLES
• MANEUVERABLE REENTRY BODIES
• , LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
• . . FDL-5 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . , HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . . HLD-35 REENTRY VEHICLE
• . . JANUS SPACECRAFT
• . • Mo2 LIFTING BODY
.... M-2F2 LIFTING BODY
• • , X-20 AIRCRAFT




MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
MARK 17 REENTRY BODY
RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• APOLLO SPACECRAFT





• GEMINI (GT-1) SPACECRAFT








.... HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... X-30 VEHICLE
• . . MARS (MANNED REUSABLE
SPACECRAFT)







• , , SPACE SHUTTLES
.... BURAN SPACE SHUTTLE
.... HERMES MANNED SPACEPLANE
• VOSKHOD MANNED SPACECRAFT
, . VOSKHOD 1 SPACECRAFT
• . VOSKHOD 2 SPACECRAFT
• VOSTOK SPACECRAFT
.. VOSTOK 1 SPACECRAFT
• , VOSTOK 2 SPACECRAFT
• . VOSTOK 3 SPACECRAFT
• • VOSTOK 4 SPACECRAFT
• . VOSTOK 5 SPACECRAFT
• . VOSTOK 6 SPACECRAFT
REENTRY DECOYS
TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE





































• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . REFLECTOMETERE




• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• . REFLECTOMETERS























































• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . REGULUS MISSILE





























• . . RELAXATION METHOD
(MATHEMATICS)










































































































C.-8A AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
D,-558 AIRCRAFT
FD 2 AIRCRAFT






































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOI'_
RT CHINESE SPACE PROGRAM
















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


















































































• . ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
• . . ELECTROTHERMAL ENGINES
.... RF.._I_rOJET ENGINES


































































• . REIrFARTAItI,.E ROCKET ENGINE8




HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ION ENGINES
RESTART.ABLE ROCKET ENGINES-((_VT.)
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
NUCLEAR ROCKET ENGINES
RETROROCKET ENGINES





































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM/S














































LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES












RETURN TO EARTH SPACE FLIGHT
GS SPACE FLIGHT






• REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
• . . HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICI.E
RT ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM (STS)








































• . . HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
• . . LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
























GS MCOONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT
• MCDONNELL AtRCRAF_ r






































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

























• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HELICOPTERS










• . ROTARY WINGS





• , ROTARY WINGS
• . . RIGID ROTORS
RT BEARINGLESS ROTORS
RIGID WINGS



















• . UNCAMBERED WINGS
•.. RING WINGS








































• . . METEOROLOGICAL BALLOONS
.... ROBIN BALLOONS



















• . NOISE (SOUND)
• . . ENGINE NOISE




























• • ROCKET CATAPULTS














• , LIFTOEF (LAUNCHING)
• , LUNAR LAUNCH


























• . X-2 AIRCRAFT































BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLUE STREAK MISSILE
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET
VEHICLE
HOVERING ROCKET VEHICLES







ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
• ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE








• JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
• KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
• KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES








• NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
• PEGASUS AIR-lAUNCHED BOOSTER
• PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET
• RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
• RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA_ LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
• , SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
• SKYLARK ROCKET VEHICLE
• THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• , THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• , THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE













SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
• . AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
• . AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
• , AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
• • AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
• ARCAS ROCKET VEHICLES
• BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
• DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET
VEHICLE
GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
















• ASTRO6EE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
• BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE






• KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE












• ATLAS SLV_3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
• HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
• LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE













TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE























SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
L/STED BELOW)






















SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES





































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS



























SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
































• • MOTION STABILITY




• . MOTION STABILITY













• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . AUTOGYROS
• . . AVIAN 2/180 AUTOGIRO
• . HELICOPTERS
• . . ALOUET'TE HELICOPTERS
.... SA-330 HELICOPTER
.... SE-3160 HELICOPTER
• . . COMPOUND HELICOPTERS
• . . H-17 HELICOPTER





• . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... AH-1G HELICOPTER
.... AH-64 HELICOPTER
.... BELL 214A HELICOPTER




















































• . . TH-55 HELICOPTER
• . ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
AIRCRAFT
• . TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
• . . V-22 AIRCRAFT



















• . ROTARY WINGS
• . . CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
• . , LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARINGLESS ROTORS
• • , RIGID ROTORS
• , . TILTING ROTORS
• . , TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
• . , X WING ROTORS
ROTATING BOOTES
• ROTORS
• . ROTARY WINGS
• . . CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
. . . LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARINGLESS ROTORS
• . . RIGID ROTORS
• • . TILTING ROTORS
• . . TIP DRIVEN ROTORS




































, CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
• LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARtNGLESS ROTORS
. . RIGID ROTORS
• , TILTING ROTORS
• . TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
• . X WING ROTORS
• TAtL ROTORS
• . HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS
. TIP VANES
. TURBINE WHEELS













• BODIES OF REVOLUTION
. . CYLINDRICAL BODIES


























































• BODIES OF REVOLUTION
. . SPHERES




































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS




























• , ROTOR MFT
RT DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)
ROTOR SPEED








ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
GS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT





• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
























• CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARINGLESS ROTORS
• . RIGID ROTORS
• . TILTING ROTORS
. TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
• • X WING ROTORS
• TAIL ROTORS





































USE REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• RUBIS ROCKET VEHICLE




• . AERIAL RUDDERS

















• MEASURE AND INTEGRATION














































UF RYAN MILITARY AIRCRAFT
GS RYAN AIRCRAFT























































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• HELICOPTERS

















UF SUD AVIATION SA-321 HELICOPTER
GS SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
. SA.321 HELICOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HEL_-X)PTERS




UF SUD AVIATION SA-330 HELICOPTER
GS SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS




• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
, . HELICOPTERS
• , . ALOUETt'E HELICOPTERS
.... SA-330 HELICOPTER





• SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT








,, SAAB 37 AIRCRAFt"
JET AIRCRAFT
• TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
• . SAAB 37 AIRCRAFT
SAAB AIRCRAFT
• _ 37 AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT





















AIR BAG RESTRAINT DEVICES
ARRESTING GEAR
EJECTION SEATS














































































• SALT SPRAY TESTS
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
• CORROSION TESTS










• SANDPIPER TARGET MISmlLE
MISSILES


































GS SATELLJTE NAVIGATION BYBTEMS








SATURN O LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURNo LAuxc.VEHICus-(CONT.)
• . SA'RJRN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES






























SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
. . , SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . , SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICUE
.... SATURN 1 SA_3 LAUNCH VEHICUE
.... SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICUE
.... SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA_ LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH
VEHICLE
• . , SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , . SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES







• NASA SPACE PROGRAMS




• NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
• . SATURN PROJECT











•. SA_ S-1 STAGE




• • SATURN S-1B STAGE




• • SAT'URN tFlC STAGE




• . SATURN S-2 S'rADE











• . SATURN S-4B STAGE




• SATURN S-1 STAGE
• SATURN _IB STAGE
. SATURN _1C STAGE
• SATURN _2 STAGE
• SATURN $4 STAGE
• SATURN S-4B STAGE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SATURN 1LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
. SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN t LAUNCH VEHICLES
... SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN t SA-3LAUNCH VEHICLE
,.. SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN I SA_LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN 1SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN 1 SA-gLAUNCH VEHICLE
... SATURN 1SA-10LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
.. SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
... SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN t SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1SA-5LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA_ LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
.... SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE




SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
. , SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.. . SATURN I SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , . SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
. . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , . SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN t LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
, . . SATURN 1 SA=4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE-(CONT.)
... SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN ! SA-4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN 1 SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . • SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN I SA-5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . • SATURN 1 SA-(i LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN t LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN 1 SA-8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
. MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
. , . SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA_ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
. SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
. , SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , . SATURN 1 SA-g LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
., , SATURN 1 LAUNCH VEHICLES
.... SATURN 1 SA-9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1B LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES







SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLI_S
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . SATURN 2 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
" l SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES

























• VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT






























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

























SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS

































• . SCHUEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
• SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
• . SCHUEREN PHOTOGRAPHY




















UF VICKERS SCIMITAR AIRCRAFT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
• FIGHTER AIRCRAFT





















• SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES



























• NASA SPACE PROGRAMS










USE SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
ENGINES
SCRAM JETS
USE SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET
ENGINES
sop (_Rs)
USE SITE DATA PROCESSORS
SDV
USE SHUTTLE DERIVED VEHICLES
SE-210 AIRCRAFT
UF CARAVELLE AIRCRAFT














UF ALOUETFE 3 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SE-3160 HELICOPTER
GS SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• ALOUETFE HELICOPTERS
• . SIE-3160 HEUCOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
., HELICOPTERS
































































• . BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
• . . SECONDARY FLOW
TRANSLATIONAL MOTION
• THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
• . THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
• . . SECONDARY FLOW
RT COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
CORNER FLOW















SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS










SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM8
GS AUTOMATIC CONTROL
• ADAPTIVE CONTROL
























• • . OMNIDIRECTIONAL RAD(O RANGES




• . , OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES




• . • OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
.... SELF CAUBRATING OMNIRANGE
RT SOLAR COMPASSES
SELF DEPLOYING SPACE STATIONS
USE SELF ERECTING DEVICES
SPACE STATIONS
SELF ERECTING DEVICES
















































































• . BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
• . . SEPARATED FLOW













SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS











































































































. SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
. . SERGEANT MI_LES
RT JUNO 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
LII_LE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SERT (ROCKET TESTS)













































































































• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
•. SEXTANTS
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT






























• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HELICOPTERS












• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS

















• • SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
• SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
• . SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY










GS , SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
, ROTATING SHAFTS
• . TURBOSHAFTS































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM /S



















































































• , STRUCTURAL STABILITY
. • . SHELL STABILITY
STABILITY
STATIC STABILITY
• . DIMENSIONAL STABILITY












• , RADIO FREQUENCY SHIELDING
• ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING
• HEAT SHIELDING
• . REENTRY SHIELDING
• , REUSABLE HEAT SHIELDING
• MAGNETIC SHIELDING
• RADIATION SHIELDING
• , SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING
• SPACECRAFT SHIELDING































• . EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
• . . SHIFTING EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
RT FROZEN EQUILIBRIUM FLOW
SHILLELAGH MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . ANTITANK MISSILES


















• , SAVANNAH NUCLEAR SHIP
•, TANKER SHIPS
• NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS
• , SAVANNAH NUCLEAR SHIP
• SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS
• SUBMARINES
• . BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
• . GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES
• • TRIDENT SUBMARINE




























(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














































• . AERODYNAMIC HEATING
• . . SHOCK HEATING
• TRANSIENT HEATING














• , TRANSIENT LOADS















































GS SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS
• SHOCK TUBES



















• . HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• . . SHOCK TUNNELS
. . HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
• . . SHOCK TUNNELS










• . ACOUSTIC AI-rENUATION









GS SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS
• SHOCK TUBES


















• . . SHOCK WAVE LUMINESCENCE



































• NORMAL SHOCK WAVES





























































• . HYPERBOLIC NAVIGATION











• SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
. , C-8A AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
• . CESSNA 402B AIRCRAFT
• . EUROPEAN AIRBUS
• , , A-300 AIRCRAFT
• , , A-310 AIRCRAFT
, , , A-320 AIRCRAFT







SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• • SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
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• AIR TO SURFACE MISSILES
SINGLE EVENT UPSETS
SHRIKE MISSILE-(CONT.)
• . SHRIKE MISSILE


























USE SPACE SHUTTLE BOOSTERS
SHUTrLE DERIVED VEHICLES
UF SDV







USE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
SIAM MISSILES
UF SELF INITIATED ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES
. • SIAM MISSILES















• SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR


















• AIR TO AIR MISSILES
• . SIDEWINDER MISSILES
SIDEWINDER MISSILEs-(CONT.}
• ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES










































• SIKORSKY WHIRLWIND HEUCOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS








• COMPUTER SYSTEMS SIMULATION
• COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
. . ANALOG SIMULATION
• . DIGITAL SIMULATION
• CONTROL SIMULATION
• ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
• . ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
• . ALTITUDE SIMULATION
• . SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
• . . WEIGHTLESSNESS SIMULATION
.... NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATION
• THERMAL SIMULATION
EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION





























• LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR
• SOLAR SIMULATORS
• SPACE SIMULATORS
• . HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
• . LANGLEY COMPLEX COORDINATOR




• SHUTFLE ENGINEERING SIMULATOR
• SHUTTLE MISSION SIMULATOR
• TARGET SIMULATORS
• TRAINING SIMULATORS
• . FLIGHT SIMULATORS
• . . COCKPIT SIMULATORS
• . SPACECRAFT CABIN SIMULATORS
• VIBRATION SIMULATORS

































































SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLE8
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
• AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
• AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
• AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
• AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
ARCAS ROCKET VEHICLES
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT 1 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING
ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 4 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• • BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING
ROCKET
• . BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
• . DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET
VEHICLE
• GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
• HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
• HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
• LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
• LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE
• NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
• VERONIQUE ROCKET VEHICLES
. VIKING ROCKET VEHICLE




SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES




















































GS DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
• COMPUTERS






























• ARIZONA REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL
TEST SITE
• CENTRAL ATLANTIC REGIONAL ECOL
TEST SITE
• LANDING SITES
• . LUNAR LANDING SITES
• LAUNCHING SITES
• . LAUNCHING PADS













• • SIKID LANDINO_














• . SKIN (IrrRIJCTDRAL MEMBER)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
• MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
• . SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)















• . FRICTION DRAG














• . ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
• . . SKIN RESIlrlrANCE
IMPEDANCE
• ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
• . ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE




























• . SKUA ROCKET VEHICLE8





• . SKYDOLT MISSILE




























• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. . SKYLARK ROCKET VEHICLE
. SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . SKYLARK ROCKET VEHICLE




















































• BODIES OF REVOLUTION
• , CONICAL BODIES




UF HIGH ASPECT RATIO WINGS
GS AIRFOILS
• WINGS
• . SLENDER WINDS






• . SLIDING FRICTION
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SN (LIMITED TO RAREFIED GAS FLOW IN
THE REGION BETWEEN KNUDSEN
NUMBERS 0.01 AND 0.1
ONLY--EXCLUDES TRANSITION FLOW,
FREE MOLECULE FLOW CREEP, SHEAR
FLOW, AND PLASTIC FLOW)
GS FLUID FLOW
. GAS FLOW
• . MOLECULAR FLOW
. . . SLIP FLOW
RT CONTINUUM FLOW
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW







• . • PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
• TURBULENT WAKES
• . SLIPSTREAMS

















































, , SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS






USE STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
SM-6S MISSILE
USE ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
SM-_I MISSILE
USE TITAN 1 ICBM
SM-6_B MISSILE
USE TITAN 2 ICBM
SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW
GS FLUID FLOW












































































































































• , SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
• , SOLAR THERMAL PROPULSION
SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
• SOLAR PROPULSION
. • SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
• , SOLAR THERMAL PROPULSION














































• , SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
• . . SOLID PROPELLANT IGNITION
IGNITION









ROCKET BOOSTERS (SPACE SHtn'rLL=)




















• . . SOMMERFELD APPROXIMATION



































• . . AIRCRAFT NOISE

























• . SORET COEFFICIENT
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
• DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT










SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS
UF SERT (ROCKET TESTS)
GS ENGINE TESTS
• SPACE ELECTRIC ROCKET TESTS







USE UFTING REENTRY VEHICLES
SPACE SCIENCES
USE AEROSPACE SCIENCES
SPACE I_IUI"rlLE ASCENT STAO_
GS SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
• SPACE SHttl"rLE ASCENT rrAGE











SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS (SPACE
SHUTTLE)
SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET
MOTORS






•, BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
•.. PACE _ _lqls
.... A[)VANCED _lD ROO(ET
MOTOR (STS)
• . SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET
ENGINES
•.. PACE SHUTTLE Boo_rlERS






SPACE SHUTTLE ASCENT STAGE
BPA_ _ ORBITER ON
USE CHALLENGER (ORBITER)
SPACE IIIUTTLE ORBITER 101
USE ENTERPRISE (ORBITER)
SPACE Slfl'rt'LE 04RBITER 102
USE COLUMBIA (ORBITER)
SPACE SHt/TTLJE ORBrrER 103
USE DISCOVERY (ORBITER)














• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT







RT INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT




SPACE SHU1TLE ASCENT STAGE
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SPACECRAFT RECOVERY
TERMINAL AREA ENERGY MANAGEMENT
SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTORS




• . BURAN SPACE SHUTTLE
• . HERMES MANNED SPACEPL&NE
REENTRY VEHICLES
• RECOVERABLE SPACECRAFT
• . REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
• . . SPACE SHUTTLES
.... BURAN SPACE SHUTTLE
.... HERMES MANNED SPACEPLANE
RT ADVANCED LAUNCH SYSTEM (STS)
AEPS
AEROMANEUVERING ORBIT TO ORBIT
SHUI-rLE
ANNULAR SUSPENSION AND POINT1NG
SYSTEM




























SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
SORTIE SYSTEMS
































































• , LIFTOFF (LAUNCHING)
RT COUNTDOWN






















































• . . SPACECRAFT lrrABlLrr'v
STABILITY
• DYNAMIC STABILITY
• . MOTION STABIUTY
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• AIR TO AIR MISSILES
• . SPARItOW HI=ILES
• . . SPARROW 2 MISSILE
• • . SPARROW 3 MISSILE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SPARROW 2 MISruLE
GS MISSILES
• AIR TO AIR MISSILES
. . SPARROW MISSILES
• . . SPARROW 2 MISSILE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SPARROW 3 MI_ILE
GS MISSILES
• AIR TO AIR MISSILES
• . SPARROW MISSILES
• . . SPARROW _ MIS_LE

































































































































































































• BODIES OF REVOLUTION
•. SPHERES
• , , CELESTIAL SPHERE
• . , CONCENTRIC SPHERES
• . . FALLING SPHERES
• . . POINCARE SPHERES


















GS SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
. SPHERICAL SHELLS
• , SPHERICAL CAPS
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SPACE SH_ UPPER STAGE O
SPACE STATIONS
=_SPINNERS
SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET TRAJECTORY
UF SPURT (TRAJECTORIES)
GS TRAJECTORIES
• SPINNING UNGUIDED ROCKET
TRAJECTORY










• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• . SPLIT FLAPS


















• . SPOILER SLOT AILERONS
CONTROL SURFACES
. AILERONS



































































































































• . SPRINT MISSILE




SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SPARTAN MISSILE
SPURT Cm_ECTOmES)





































• . l_qJIO PROJECT
RT JET PROPULSION
BR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
SIR-N§ GROUND EFFECT MACHINE











SRB (SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS)




RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES




















• . . FLOW STABILITY





• . . LOW SPEED STABILITY
• . . ROTARY STABILITY
.... GYROSCOPIC STABILITY








































• . PITCHING MOMENTS
• . ROLLING MOMENTS










• FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
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GS STABI_ (FLUID DYNAMICS)


































RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
EXPENDABLE STAGES (SPACECRAFT)
INTERIM STAGES (SPACECRAFT)






SPACE SHUTFLE ASCENT STAGE
SUSTAINER ROCKET ENGINES
THRUST TERMINATION










• . _I'AGNATION FLOW
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STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 3
USE ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE S
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• • STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE S
ROCKET VEHICLES
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES




• STARDARO LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . ATLAS SLVo3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
ROCKET VEHICLES
• STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• , ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
• , STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5































• . CCD STAR TRACKER
















































































. . DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
















• . STATIC FIRING












































































































































• . STEAM TURBINEB
RT AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
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STOKES LAW (FLUID MECHANICS)
STOKES THEOREM (VECTOR CALCULUS)




































































































































• . STREAK CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
• CAMERAS
























































































• BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
• SCHWARTZ METHOD
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• . STRUCTURAL STABILITY
. .. SHELL STABILITY
STABILITY
• STATIC STABILITY
• . DIMENSIONAL STABILITY


















































































































• . . BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
• . . GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES
• . . TRIDENT SUBMARINE
• UNDERWATER VEI"flCLES
• . SUBMARINES
• . . BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
• . . GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES













































• FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
•. SUBROC MIngLE
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . SUBROC MISSILE
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• . . SUBSONIC FLUTTER
• • SELF INDUCED VIBRATION
• . . SUBSONIC FLUTTER
RT TRANSONIC FLU1-FER
SUBSONIC SPEED
SN (LESS THAN MACH 1)










• . LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
• . . SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS













GS SUD AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• ALOUE'I-rE HELICOPTERS
• . SA-330 HELICOPTER






SUD AVIATION SA-321 HEUCOPTIER
USE SA-321 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SA-330 HELICOPTER
USE SA-330 HELICOPTER
SUD AVIATION SE-210 AIRCRAFT
USE SE-210 AIRCRAFT





















































































• . SUPERCRITICAL WINGS
• WINGS
• , 8UPERCRITICAL WING8





















SN (AIRCRAFT DESIGNED TO FLY AT






































• SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR
TRANSPORT













































_J_ERSON_ _ RAMJET ENGIRE$
UF SCRAM JET ENGINES
SCRAM JETS
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES





• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES















SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSI_0wr
UF SCAT
GS COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
• _JPERSONIC CO#DBERCIAL AIR
I'RAM_=ORT
. . BOEING 2707 AIRCRAFT
• . TU-144 AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
• SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
• , I_LIPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR
TRANSPORT




RT OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS
TURBOCOMPRESSORS


















• . SUPERSONIC ORAG
AERODYNAMIC FORCES
• AERODYNAMIC DRAG
• . ,llUPERSONIC DRAG
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
• DRAG
• . FRICTION DRAG
• . . AERODYNAMIC DRAG
.... SUPERSONIC DRAG
• . PRESSURE DRAG










• . FRICTION DRAG






































• . , SUPERSONIC FLUTrER








• . . AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
.... SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
RT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
SUPERSONICS
SUPERBONIC INI.ETS















•. SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
RT GAS FLOW
NOZZLE FLOW




. . SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE
MISSILE
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE
MmmLE













VARIABLE STREAM CONTROL ENGINES
WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
SUPERSONIC SPEED
SN (BETWEEN MACH 1 AND 4.9)

































• . SUPERSONIC TURBINES










• . SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL8
RT BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
































































• _JRFACE EFFECT SHIPS
WATER VEHICLES
• SHIPS
• • SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS
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• . SKIN TEMPERATURE
(NO_B_LOGICAL|
• . WALL TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
• IPJRFACE TEMPERATURE
• . SKIN TEMPERATURE
(NON-BIOLOGICAL)








SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
UF GROUND=TO-AIR MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• . BLUE GOOSE MISSILE
• , BOMARC MISSILES
• . . BOMARC A MISSILE
• , . BOMARC B MISSILE
• . CHAPARRAL MISSILE
•, HAWK MISSILE
• , MAULER MISSILE
• , NIKE MISSILES
• , . NIKE.AJAX MISSILE
• , . NIKE-HERCULES MISSILE
• , . NIKE-ZEUS MISSILE
• . PATRIOT MISSILE
• . REDEYE MISSILE
•, SPRINT MISSILE
•, TALOS MISSILE
• , TARTAR MISSILE
• , TERRIER MISSILE
RT AIR TO AIR MISSILES










SURFACE TO SURFACE MI_k,qlLEB
GS MISSILES
• .¢RIIRFACE TO SURFACE MIt_II.E$
• , ANTITANK MISSILES
• , . SHILLELAGH MISSILES
SURFACES
8UIRFACE TO SURFACE MISSILEB-(CONT.)
• . TOW MISSILES
• CORPORAL MISSILE
• CRUISE MISSILES
• . NAVAHO MISSILE
• . TOMAHAWK MISSILES
• FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . POLARIS A1 MISSILE
• . POLARIS A2 MISSILE






.... ATLAS D K_BM
.... ATLAS E ICBM
.... ATLAS F ICBM
• . . MINUTEMAN ICBM
• .. MX MISSILE
• . . TITAN IC_M
.... TITAN 1 ICSM






.... POLARIS A1 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A2 MISSILE
.... POLARIS A3 MIS_LE
•. LANCE MISSILE
•. MACE MISSILES
• . PERSHING MIS_LE
• . REGULUS MISSILE
• . SERGEANT MISSILES
• . SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
• . SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
•, V-1 MISSILE






SURIFACE TO IRIRFACE ROCKETS
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
• SURFACE TO _RFACE ROCKETB
• . HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE




SN (EXCLUDES SURFACE RADIO WAVES)
GS SURFACE WAVrcs
• CAPILLARY WAVES
• . GRAVITY WAVES
• . . BAROCLINIC WAVES
• . RIPPLES
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SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES












UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILES
UPPER SURFACE SLOWING
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• . SUSTAINER ROCKET ENGINES









LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES •
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES










SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED--CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)














• . ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
. . SWEEP ANGLE
.... SWEEPBACK
















• , ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
. . SWEEP ANGLE
.... SWEEPBACK














• . SWEPT WINGS




. . SWEPT FORWARD WINGS










• . SWEPT WINGS
• . . SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
.... TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS













• SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
TAIL SURFACES












• . SWEPT WINGS






• . SWEPTSACK WINGS
• . . ARROW WINGS
• . . DELTA WINGS






































































• . SYNTHETIC FUELS

































































• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES


































• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES























• AIR BREATHING ENGINES





• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES

















• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES







• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . T-rdl ENGINE
• TURBINE ENGINES










• GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . T-88-GE-II8 ENGINE
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . T-58-GE-SB ENGINE
TURBINE ENGINES
. GAS TURBINE ENGINES








• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... T-¢1 ENGINE
• TURBINE ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• • GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
•.. JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES





• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES




• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES









• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... 1"-76 ENGINE
• TURBINE ENGINES








• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






• TABS (CONTROL SURFACES)
CONTROL SURFACES
































































































• . TAIL ROTORS






• HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
• SWEPTBACK TAIL SURFACES
• T TAIL SURFACES


















































• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• . TALO6 MlSWBE
RT BUMBLEBEE PROJECT
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET E_
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES




• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
.. HELICOPTERS








































• . TANKER SHIPS
WATER VEHICLES
• SHIPS
• , CARGO SHIPS



























• , TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• . . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT
• . , JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT
PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
• DRONE AIRCRAFT
. • TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
• , . FIREBEE 2 TARGET DRONE
AIRCRAFT



































• , TARTAR MISSILE
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• . TARTAR MISSILE
RT AJ-10 ENGINE
BUMBLEBEE PROJECT































UF TELEOPERATOR MANEUVERING SYSTEM
GS CONTROL EQUIPMENT
• TELEOPERATORS




























































































































































































































































































































• , RADIATION PYROMETERS
• , THERMOCOUPLE PYROMETERS
• TEMPERATURE PROBES
• . PNEUMATIC PROBES
• THERMOMETERS
• . RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS

















• • TEMPERATURE PROBES
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• . TERRIER MISSILE
• SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
• • TERRIER MII_JLE
RT BUMBLEBEE PROJECT
MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES







• . ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
• . PRESSURE CHAMBERS
• . , HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
• , , VACUUM CHAMBERS
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FREE FUGHT TEST APPARATUS
FREQUENCY ANALYZERS































TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
WIND TUNNELS
• BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS
• COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS
CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
• HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• PLASMA JET WfNO TUNNELS
• SHOCK TUNNELS
HYPERVELOCITY WIND TUNNELS
• CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
• HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
• SHOCK TUNNELS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
• SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNELS
TESTERS
TEST FACIUTIEs-(CONT.)
.. SLOTTED WIND TUNNELS
• . SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• . TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
• . TRISONIC WIND TUNNELS































• . PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
• . . AIRCRAFT PILOTS
.... TEST PILOTS
• OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
• , PILOTS (PERSONNEL)






. . BALLISTIC RANGES
• , MISSILE RANGES
TEST FACILITIES
• TEST RANGES
• . BALLISTIC RANGES















































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















































































































WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
WIND TUNNEL TESTS














• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES














• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• • HELICOPTERS
• . . TH-5§ HEUCOPTER
THEODOLITES
GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS





• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
.. TRANSITS



































• THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER





























SN (GAGES FOR MEASURING THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY-EXCLUDES GAGES
USING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY TO
MEASURE OTHER PROPERTIES OR
VARIABLES)
GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS



















































































































































































































































































• HEAT OF COMBUSTION
• HEAT OF DISSOCIATIC)N
• HEAT OF FORMATION
• HEAT OF SOLUTION
. LATENT HEAT
• . HEAT OF FUSION
• . HEAT OF VAPORIZATION
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
• HEAT OF COMBUSTION
• HEAT OF DISSOCIATION
, HEAT OF FORMATE)N
, HEAT OF SOLUTION
• LATENT HEAT
• , HEAT OF FUSION









































































• . HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING




























• HEAT OF FUSION


























































• . THETA PINCH
























SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS























• . THIN WINGS




SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS





















GS SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
























• . THiN WINGS
• . . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• WINGS
• . THIN WINGS


















• THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR ABLE ROCKEr VEHICLE
• THORAD LAUNCH VEHIC,LES
•. THOR ABLE N(_KET VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
RT EXPLORER 8 SATELLITE
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TIROS 1 SATELLITE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• "rHORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . Ti'K)R AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE

















ECHO 1 CARRIER ROCKET
LAUNCH VEHICLES
• THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
, . THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
. . . THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES




LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
O80
RELAY SATELLITES





• THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
LAUNCH VEHIC fI.ES-(CON T.)
• . THOFi AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . THOR tJ[-; TA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . I'TIOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• . . THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . . THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES





• THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• . THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLF._
• . THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
• . THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
• . THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE








THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
GS BOUNDARY LAYERS













• . THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
TRANSLATK')NAL MOTION
• THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
• . THREE DIIWENmONAL FLOW
• . . KARMAN-BOOEWADT FLOW


























































































































































• . THRUST VECTOR CONT1ROL
FLIGHT CONTROL
• THRUST VECTOR CONY'ROE
THRUST CONTROL
• THRUST VECTOR CONTROL





























. ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT





TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
GS PROGRAMS
• NASA PROGRAMS








UF PIVOTED WING AIRCRAFT
GS TILT WIRO AIRCRAFT
• CL-84 AIRCRAFT





















• . ROTARY WINGS
• . . TILTING ROTORS
ROTATING BODIES
• ROTORS
• , ROTARY WINGS
• . . TILTING ROTORS





















• TIME MEASURING INSTRUMENTS










UF HOT CYCLE PROPULSION SYSTEM
GS AIRFOILS
• WINGS
• . ROTARY WINGS
•,. TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
ROTATING BOC_ES
• ROTORS
• , ROTARY WINGS
• , . TIP DRIVEN ROTORS
RT xV-gA AIRCRAFT
TIP _IqEED










• . TIP VANES
TURBOMACHINERY
• TURBINES
• . WIND TURBINES


























• . INTE_NENTN. BALLISTIC
MISSILES
. . . TITAN ICll
.... TITAN 1 ICSM
• . _ . TITAN 2 ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
. . , TrrAN ICIM
.... TITAN I ICSM
.... TITAN 2 ICBM







• . TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKEr VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•. l'lnrAN LAUNCN VEIHIICt.E8
•., TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE







UOUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES





• , NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
• , . TITAN PROJECT
• PROJECTS
• . 1TrAN PROJECT
• SPACE PROGRAM5
•. NASA SPACE PROGRAMS











• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALUSTIC
MISSILES
• . . TITAN ICSM
.... TITAN 1 ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . TITAN ICSM











• . . TITAN ICBM
.... TITAN 2 ICBM
• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• . INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC
MISSILES
• . . TITAN ICBM
.... TrrAN 2 ICBM
RT HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
. TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
• . . TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE











































• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• , CRUISE MISSILES






















• ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES
• VERNIER ENGINES
• . CONTROL ROCKETS
• . SYNCOM APOGEE ENGINES













































































• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
• , ANTITANK MISSILES






















































• . . CRAWLER TRACTORS


























. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
. , AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC
. . RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
191
TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
mAFBC _-(CONT.)









TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
UF TRAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
GS REENTRY VEHICLES
• TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE





SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TRAILBLAZER 1 ROCKET VEHICLE
USE TRAILBLAZER 1 REENTRY VEHICLE
_ 2 FF.ENTRY VEHCLE
UF TRAILBLAZER 2 ROCKET VEHICLE
C-_ REENTRY VEHICLES
• TRAII.BLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
RT MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
ROCKET VEHICLES
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
TX-354 ENGINE
T1RAlUlLAZER 2 ROCKET VEHICLE










UF VARIABLE AREA WINGS
GS AIRFOILS
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
• . WING FLAPS
• . . TRAIUNG EDGE FLAPS
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
• AEROOYNAMIC BRAKES
• , WING FLAPS
• . . TRAIUNG EDGE FLAPS
• AIRCRAFT BRAKES
• . WING FLAPS
• . . TRAILING EDGE
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
•. WING FLAPS
























































































































• . BOURDON TUBES
• QUARTZ TRANSDUCERS
• SOUND TRANSDUCERS






• ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS





































SN (LIMITED TO FORCE LOADS)
GS LOADS (FORCES)
• DYNAMIC LOADS
• . TRANSIENT LOADS
• . . GUST LOADS
• . . IMPACT LOADS
























GS SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
























• . MOLECULAR FLOW
• . , TRAN_TION FLOW






SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS
RECOMMENDED-CONSUL T THE TERMS
LISTED BELOW)






















SN (EXCLUDES PARTIAL OR TOTAL
OCCULTATION OF ONE BODY BY
ANOTHER)
GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS


































































• . . TRANSONIC FL_
















SN (APPROXIMATELY MACH 0.8 TO 1,2)












• . TRANSONIC WIND TIJNNELS


















































































































































































































• . CHAPMAN-ENSKOG THEORY
• EYRING THEORY
• MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY









SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS















• SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM































































• TRAPEZOIDAL TAIL SURFACES
TAIL SURFACES












• . LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
•.. TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
• . SWEPT WINGS
• . . SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
.... TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS




• . SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
• • . TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
• . SWEPTBACK WINGS

















(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS














































































































































• SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR
TRANSPORT











































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM /S













































f " GAS TURBINE ENGINES
•.. JET ENGINES
.... RAMJET ENGINES
..... LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES













































• , . T-58 ENGINE

























• AXIAL FLOW PUMPS


























• , AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
• . GAS TURBINES
• . SHROUDED TURBINES
• . STEAM TURBINES
• . SUF_RSONIC TURBINES
• . TWO STAGE TURBINES
• . WIND TURBINES























































































• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
•, . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... TURBOFAN ENGINES







• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . , JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... TURBOFAN ENGINES









• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES
• . . JET ENGINES
.... TURBOJET ENGINES
..... TURBOFAN ENGINES

















































































• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• GAS TURBINE ENGINES




..... BRISTOL-SIDDE LEY VIPER
ENGINE































• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES









































• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






























































































































UF DART TURBOPROP ENGINES
GS ENGINES
• AIR BREATHING ENGINES
TURBULENCE
TURBOPROP ENGINES-(CONT,)
.. GAS TURBINE ENGINES







• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• , GAS TURBINE ENGINES











• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





















. AIR BREATHING ENGINES
• . GAS TURBINE ENGINES





• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES






. . GAS TURBINE ENGINES








• . TURBOROCKET ENGINES
• TORPEDO ENGINES
• . TURBOROCKET ENGINES
RT BOOSTER ROCKET ENGINES
HYORAZINE ENGINES
HYDROGEN OXYGEN ENGINES






GS SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
• ROTATING SHAFTS
•. TURBOSHAFTS









• CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
• GUSTS




















































• . . K-EPSlLON TURBULENCE MODEL
RT COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
FLOW EQUATIONS






• TURBULENT BOUNOARY LAYER













THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
TURBULENCE
TURBULENCE MODELS



































































• . HEAT TRANSFER
• . . TURBULENT HEAT TRANSl;1R


































































TWO mMEN$1ONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
GS BOUNDARY LAYERS
• TWO mM_L BOUNDARY
LAYER





• TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW



















































• . TWO STAGE TURBINES









































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
. HELiCOPTERS













• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS













• ROTARY WiNG AIRCRAFT
•, HELICOPTERS












• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS













• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• . HELICOPTERS
















• , ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES
• TORPEDO ENGINES
• . ULLAGE ROCKET ENGINES






























































• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
,. PHOTOMETERS
• . . ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS
.... TOTAL OZONE MAPPING
SPECTROMETER
, RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
. • ACTINOMETERS
• , , ULTRAVIOLET DETECTORS
.... ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS
..... TOTAL OZONE MAPPING
SPECTROMETER
• . PHOTOMETERS
• . . ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS
.... TOTAL OZONE MAPPING
SPECTROMETER
• SPECTROMETERS
• • ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS
. . • HIGH DISPERSION
SPECTROGRAPHS
• . . TOTAL OZONE MAPPING
SPECTROMETER
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
• OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• , PHOTOMETERS
• , . ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETERS








• • UNCAMBERED WINGS









• . UNCONTROLLED REENTRY
{SPACECRAFT)
. SPACECRAFT REENTRY






































• . UNDERWATER PROPU_



















• . UNDERWATER RESEARCH
LABORATORIES
RT BATHYMETERS
OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
OCEANOGRAPHY
UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILES
GS MISSILES
• UNDERWATER TO SURFACE MISSILES














• . BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
• . GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES









































































• PIONEER VENUS 1 SPACECRAFT
• PIONEER VENUS 2 SPACECRAFT
• . PIONEER VENUS 2 TRANSPORTER
BUS
• SPACE PROBES
• . EXPLORER 18 SATELLITE
• . GIO'_'O MISSION
• . JUPITER PROBES
• . . GALILEO PROBE
• . . GALILEO SPACECRAFT
• . LUNA_C_PROBES
• . . LUNIK LUNAR PROBES
.... LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 11 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 12 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 13 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 14 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 16 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 17 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 19 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 20 LUNAR PROBE
.... LUNIK 22 LUNAR PROBE
• . . RANGER LUNAR PROBES
.... RANGER LUNAR LANDING
VEHICLES
.... RANGER 1 LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER 2 LUNAR Pi:tOBE
.... RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER S LUNAR PROBE
.... RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
umuudNeoSPAceCeJ_-r-(CONT.)
• . . SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
.... SURVEYOR 1 LUNAR PROBE
.... SURVEYOR 2 LUNAR PROBE
.... SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
.... SURVEYOR 4 LUNAR
.... SURVEYOR 5 LUNAR PRDIBE
.... SURVEYOR 6 LUNAR PROBE
.... SURVEYOR 7 LUNAR PRDIBE
MARINER SPACE PROBES
• MARINER R 2 SPADE PROBE
• MARINER I SPACE PF_BE
• MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
• MARINER 3 SPACE PROSE
• MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
• MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
• MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
• MARINER 7 SPACE PRDI_E
• MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE
• MARINER g SPACE PROBE
• MARINER 10 SPACE PROBE
• MARINER 11 SPACE PROBE
MARINER SPACECRAFT
• MARINER C SPACECRAFT




MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 6 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 7 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 8 SPACE PROBE




• MARS 3 SPACECRAFT
• MARS 4 SPACECRAFT
MARS 5 SPACECRAFT
•, MARS 6 SPACECRAFT
• MARS 7 SPACECRAFT
• . VIKING SPACECRAFT
.... VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT
..... VIKING LANDER 1
..... VIKING LANDER 2
.... VIKING ORBITER SPACECRAFT
..... VIKING ORBITER 1
..... VIKING ORBITER 2
..... VIKING ORBITER 1975
.... VIKING 1 SPACECRAFT
..... VIKING LANDER 1
..... VIKING ORBITER 1
.... VIKING 2 SPACECRAFT
..... VIKING LANDER 2
..... VIKING ORBITER 2
• . . ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
• . PiONEER SPACE PROBES
• . . PIONEER VENUS 2 ENTRY PROBES
.... PIONEER VENUS 2 NIGHT PROBE
.... PIONEER VENUS 2 SOUNDER
PROBE
• . PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
• . PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
• . PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
•. PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
• . PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
• . PIONEER 6 SPACE PRDIBE
• . PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
• , PiONEER 8 SPACE PROBE
.. PIONEER g SPACE PROBE
.. PIONEER 10 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 11 SPACE PROBE
:: SOLAR PROBES
• . HELIOS A
• . HELIOS B
• . HELIOS 1
• . HELIOS 2
• . STARPROBE SPACECRAFT
SUNBLAZER SPACE PROBE
:: VENUS PROBES
.. MAGELLAN SPACECRAFT (NASA)
,. MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
.. MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
.. MARINER 5 SPACE PROBE
.. MARINER 10 SPACE PROBE
• . VENERA SATELLITES
.... VENERA 2 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 3 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 4 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 5 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 6 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 7 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 8 SATELLITE
.... VENERA 9 SATELLITE




.... VENERA 12 SATELLITE
.. ZOND 1 SPACE PROSE
.. ZOND3 SPACEPROBE
•. ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
•. ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
• • ZOND 6 SPACE PROSE
• . ZOND 7 SPACE PRO6E
• . ZOND 8 SPACE PROBE
• VOYAGER 1 SPACECRAFT




ZOND 1 SPACE PROBE
ZONO 2 SPACE PRO6E
ZOND 3 SPACE PROeE
ZOND 4 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 5 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE






















































































• . . INFINITE SPAN WINGS





UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENG_JI
GS ENGINES
• ROCKET ENGINES
•. UPPER STAGE ROCKET
RT INERTIAL UPPER STAGE
MULTISTAGE _ VEHICLES
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATR)N8













• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
,. EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
•.. UPPER mmFACE BLOWN FULII
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (GONTROL SURFACES)
•. EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP8














RT AUTOMATED GUIDEWAY 11_I_N_T
VEH,_.LES



























































• SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
•. V-1 MULE





























• . AVIAN 21180 AUTOGIRO
• HELICOPTERS
• . ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS
.... SA-330 HELICOPTER
.... SE-3160 HELICOPTER
• .. COMPC_ND HELICOPTERS






• . . MILITARY HELICOPTERS
.... AH-1G HELICOPTER
.... AH-64 HELICOPTER






















































• , ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH
AIRCRAFT
• . TiLT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
• , , V-22 AIRCRAFT
• . , XV-15 AIRCRAFT
• SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
• . ALADIN 2 AIRCRAFT
• . SREGUET 940 AIRCRAFT
• , BREGUET 941 AIRCRAFT
• . C-8A AUGMENTOR WING AIRCRAFT
•, C-15 AIRCRAFT
•. C-123 AIRCRAFT
•. DHC 4 AIRCRAFT
•, DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
• . QUESTOL AIRCRAFT
• , U-10 AIRCRAFT
• VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
• . FLYING PLATFORMS
•. SC-1 AIRCRAFT
• . VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
• . VZ-8 AIRCRAFT
• . X-13 AIRCRAFT











































• . BAYARI_ALPERT IONIZATION
GAGES
• . . PENNING GAGES
• • . PHIUPS IONIZATION GAGES
• . KNUDSEN GAGES
• . MCLEOD GAGES
• . PIRANI GAGES
• VACUUM PUMPS
• . CONDENSATION PUMPS











UF LOW PRESSURE CHAMBERS
GS COMPARTMENTS
• TEST CHAMBERS































.... PHILIPS IONIZATION GAGES
• . , KNUDSEN GAGES
•.. MCLEOO GAGES
• . . PIRANI GAGES
VACUUM APPARATUS
• VACUUM GAGES
• , IONIZATION GAGES
• . ALPHATRONS
• . BAYARD-ALPERT IONIZATION
GAGES
• . PENNING GAGES
PHILIPS IONIZATION GAGES
KNUDSEN GAGES
• . MCLIEOD GAGES










• . ION PUMPS
















UF VICKERS VALIANT AIRCRAFT
GS ATrAGK AIRCRAFT
• BOMBER AIRCRAFT











































USE DH 115 AIRCRAFT
VAMPIRE MK 36 AIRCRAFT
GS ATTACK AIRCRAFT
• FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
• , VAMPIRE MK 3E
HAWKER SIDOELEY AIRCRAFT
. VAMPIRE MK 36 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• VAMPIRE _ :18 AIRCRAFT
SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT





































VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES





















• . . FILM BOILING
• , . NUCLEATE BOILING
.... LEIDENFROST PHENOMENON
.. EVAPORATION
• • . EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
• . . PROPELLANT EVAPORATION
• .. TRANSPIRATION
























UF CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS
VARIAe"LEerrcH PRo_u_RS-(GONT.)
GS PROPELLERS
. VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS








• . VARIABLE SWEEP W1NG&
PLANFORMS
• WING PLANFORMS




































SN (VERTICAL ATTITUDE TAKEOFF AND
LANDING AIRCRAFT)




























UF VEGA ROCKET VEHICLE
GS LAUNCH VEHICLES
• VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
ROCKET VEHICLES
• MULTISTAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
RT ATLAS D ICBM
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKEr ENGINES
VEGA ROCKET VEHICLE




• . NOSE WHEELS
RT AIRCRAFT TIRES











SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS











































LUNOKHOD LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES
MAGNETIC LEVITATION VEHICLES










NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET
VEHICLES
ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES










SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES

























































































































































































VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
GS ROCKET VEHICLES
VENUS FLY _ ROCKET VEHICLE-(CONT,)
• SOUNDING ROCKETS





• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
•. VERONIQUE ROCKET VEHICLES
• SOUNDING ROCKETS
• . VERONI¢I_.IE ROCKET VE_


























USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
VERTICAL TAILS
USE STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
TAIL ASSEMBLIES
VERTICAL TAKEOFF







• VERTICAl. TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
• . FLYING PLATFORMS
•. SC-1 AIRCRAFT
• . VJ-101 AIRCRAFT
•. VZ_ AIRCRAFT
• . X-13 AIRCRAFT
• . X-14 AIRCRAFT
• . X-19 AIRCRAFT
• . X-22 AIRCRAFT
• . X-22A AIRCRAFT
• • XC-142 AIRCRAFT
•. XV-4 AIRCRAFT






























GS ROCKET VEHICI FS
• SOUNDING ROCKERS




































































































UF VIBRATION TESTING MACHINES
GS SIMULATORS
• VIBRATION 81MULATOR8




























































•. VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
HANDLEY PAGE AIRCRAFT
• VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT
• V/C'TOR ME-! AIRCRAFT
MONOPLANES
• VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
• VICTOR MK-1 AIRCRAFT
RT ooAIRCRAFT
VIDEO LANDMARK ACQUI_WrloN AND TRACKING
GS TRACKING (POSITION)












• VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS
TAPE RECORDERS
• VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS
VIDEO EQUIPMENT

















• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• , VIKING ROCKET VEHICLE
RT LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
SOUNDING ROCKETS
VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VIKING 75 ENTRY VEHICLE
GS INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
. MARS PRORES





















































































































• . BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW
• . . REATTACHED FLOW
vmcoDs FLow-(CONT.)
•.. SECONDARY FLOW
• . . SEPARATED FLOW
.... BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
• . COUEI-rE FLOW




































































































































• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS






















• . INTEGRAL EQUATIONS



























USE VHF OMNIRANGE NAVIGATION
VOR1_X ADVISORY SYSTEM



















































• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
. . WING FLAPS
• .. VORTEX FLAPS
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
• AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
• . WING FLAPS
• . . VORTEX FLAPS
CONTROL SURFACES
• FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
., WING FLAPS
• , . VORTEX FLAPS
DRAG DEVICES
• AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
• , WING FLAPS






























































































































• . VECTOR ANALYSIS
• . . CURL (VECTORS)
.... VORTICITY
• REAL VARIABLES
• . VECTOR ANALYSIS





















• . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
. . . VOR'rlCITY EOUATIONS
.... HELMHOLTZ VORTICITY EQUATION
FLOW EQUATIONS
• VORIrlIClTY EQUATIONS






• VORTICITY TRANSPORT HYPOTHESIS
RT CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
EDDY CURRENTS








USE VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
VULCAN AIRCRAFT
UF AVRO 698 AIRCRAFT
GS ATrACK AIRCRAFT
, BOMBER AIRCRAFT












































• . HELICOPTER WAKES
• . SLIPSTREAMS





















































• . WALL TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE
• SURFACE TEMPERATURE





• INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
• . ROTARY ENGINES








































































































• . WATER CURRENTS















• • WATER CURRENTS




























































































WATER TAKEOFF AND LANOING AIRCRAFT



















































• SAVANNAH NUCLEAR SHIP
• TANKER SHIPS
NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS
• SAVANNAH NUCLEAR SHIP
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SHIPS
SUBMARINES
• BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES






• , BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES
• . GUIDED MISSILE SUBMARINES







































• . ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
• . . SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION
• . RADAR ATTENUATION










































• . ACOUSTIC EXCITATION














































































(USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS


































































































































UF WIND TUNNEL BALANCES
GS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• . WEIGHT INDICATOR8
... MICROBALANCES
• . . STRAIN GAGE BALANCES




































WESTLAND GROUNO EFFECT MACHmF.S
UF SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
WESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE
WESTLAND SR-N2 HOVERCRAFT
WESTLAND SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE
WESTLAND SR-N3 HOVERCRAFT
WESTLAND SR-N5 GROUND EFFECT
MACHINE
GS GROUND EFFECT MACHINES




USE WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
WEBTLAND P-531 HELICOPTER
USE P.531 HELICOPTER
WESTLAND SR-N2 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
WEBTLAND SR-N2 HOVERCRAFT
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
_O SR-N3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
WES'TI.AND _R-N3 HOVERCRAFT
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
WEBTLAND 8R-N5 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
USE WESTLAND GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
UF WESTLAND MK-10 HELICOPTER
WHIRLWIND MK-10 HELICOPTER
GS UTILITY AIRCRAFT
• WESTLAND WHIRLWIND HELICOPTER
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
•. HELICOPTERS

















































• . INTEGRAL EQUATIONS







































































































UF WIND TUNNEL BALANCES
GS WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS
• WIND TUNNEL DRIVES














GS WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS






















GS WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS








WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TEST8
GS STABILITY TESTS
WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TEST8
WIND VELOCITY



























• CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
• HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
• SHOCK TUNNELS
HYPERVELOQTY WIND TUNNELS
• CASCADE WIND TUNNELS
• HOTSHOT WIND TUNNELS
• PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
• SHOCK TUNNELS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS




• TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
















• FLOW DIRECTION INDICATORS
• . WIND VANES
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
• INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
• . FLOW CHRECTION INDICATORS
• . . WIND VANES
• METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS













GS RATES (PER TIME)
• WIND VELOCITY
• . SOLAR WIND VELOCITY
VELOCITY
• WIND VELOCITY
















. . WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
. WIND MEASUREMENT






SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS








SN (EXCLUDES INTERVALS IN TIME,




































• . GEOSTROPHIC WIND




























. . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
. . LEADING EDGE SLATS
. . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
. . VORTEX FLAPS
BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
• WING FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE SLATS
• . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
• . VORTEX FLAPS
AIRCRAFT BRAKES
• WING FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE SLATS




• . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE SLATS
• . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS




• . LEADING EDGE FLAPS
• . LEADING EDGE SLATS
. . TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
• . VORTEX FLAPS
RT EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
JET FLAPS
SPLIT FLAPS




















































• INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
• . TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS
• SWEPTBACK WINGS
•. ARROW WINGS
• • DELTA WINGS
• , TR_,PEZOIDAL WINGS
• VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
RT HP-115 AIRCRAFT











































































SN (USE OF A MORE SPECIFIC TERM IS



















































• LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
• . DELTA WINGS
• . TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS




• . CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS
• . LIFTING ROTORS
.... BEARINGLESS ROTORS
• . RIGID ROTORS
• . TILTING ROTORS
• . TiP DRIVEN ROTORS
• . X WING ROTORS
• SLENDER WINGS
. . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• SUPERCRITIGAL WINGS
• SWEPT WINGS
• • SWEPT FORWARD WINGS
.... TRAPEZOIDAL WINGS











• . INFINITE SPAN WINGS
• . RECTANGULAR WINGS
• . RING WINGS
WmGs-(CONT.)
• . VARIhBLE SWEEP WINGS



























































SN (EXCLUDES X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS)
GS X RAY ANALYSIS
• LAUE METHOD




















• . , X WING ROTORS
ROTATING BODIES
• ROTORS
• . ROTARY WINGS
• . . X WING ROTORS



























































































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
• , HELICOPTERS














































































• ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
.. HELICOPTERS






GS GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
• YAK 40 AIRCRAFT
JET AIRCRAFT


























































































































ZERO ANGLE OF AI"rACK
GS GEOMETRY
• EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
• . ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
• . . ANGLE OF ATTACK
















• SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
• . LPONI ROCKET VEHICLE
RT SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
ZUNI ROCKET VEHICLE
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